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Learning Objectives 
• Evaluate and identify solutions to improve communication between care 

team members and patients 
• Analyze and share how hands-free communication technology can improve 

care team collaboration, efficiency, and patient experience  
• Explain how integrated, intelligent communication can positively impact 

patient care, quality, safety, satisfaction and outcomes. 



http://www.himss.org/ValueSuite 
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An Introduction of How Benefits Were 
Realized for the Value of Health IT 



• Colorado Springs seen as a 
“Growth” Market 

• All Facilities Near/At Capacity 
• 92% Enrollment from all eligible prime 

Military Treatment Facilities (HCOs): 
• EACH: Community Hospital 

• Enrollment: 73K 
• Surgical Specialties, Primary Care, 

ER 
• 28 M/S Beds, 14 MH Beds, Few IM 

Specialties (Occupancy Rate of 
>75%) 

• USAFA: Large Clinic, Ambulatory 
Surgical and Primary Care 

• Enrollment: 28K 
• Peterson: Medium Clinic, Primary 

Care Only 
• Enrollment: 27K 

 

Colorado Springs Military Health 
System (CSMHS) 



A Day at EACH 
• Eligible Population: > 170,000 
• Enrolled Population: > 70,000 
• Licensed Beds: 92 
• Pharmacy (New and Refill Rx): 2,964 
• Outpatient Encounters: 2,626 
• Radiological Procedures: 373 
• Emergency Room: 150 
• Operating Room Cases: 20 
• Inpatient Admissions: 19 
• Births: 6 
 

Our Duties 
• Deploy a healthy force 
• Deploy in support of the force 
• Execute an Army Medical Action Plan 

that returns the Warrior in Transition to 
the force or successfully transitions 
the veteran to civilian life 

• Manage care of the total Army Family 

Evans Army Community 
Hospital 



• There are inherent barriers to communication from staff to staff and 
patient to staff across the continuum of care mainly due to distance, 
location, as well as physical layout of each department 

• For the last three years, The Joint Commission has identified 
communication as one of the top 3 root causes of sentinel events 

Problem Statements 
 
 



 Identify a tool to mitigate the effects of the communication barriers identified 
 Facilitate horizontal and vertical direct communication throughout the facility 
 Improve communication 
 Improve quality of patient care, safety, and patient and staff satisfaction. 
 

Project Objectives 



 Provides voice driven Integrated Communication System (ICS) at critical hospital 
speed, driving better outcomes and experience for the patient and the caregiver 
 ICS has the capability to deliver critical text messages and alerts to highly mobile 

care teams, ensuring a safe, positive experience for the patient 
 It improves the caregiver/patient experience by reducing response time and 

increasing time at the bedside.  This increased opportunity to communicate 
reestablishes the human connection in healthcare delivery 
 Empowers mobile workers by instantly connecting them to the people and 

information they need 

Integrated Communication 
System 



• The Army Medical Command requires a system that facilitates safe, effective, timely communication 
to enhance patient care delivery (National Patient Safety Goal #2, The Joint Commission Standard PC 02.01.21 and PC 02.02.01)  

• June 2012 Hands Free Communication System (HFCS) implemented in the Emergency Department 
as a solution for inefficiencies in workflow and physical layout constraints 

– Improvement in staff satisfaction 
– Decreased the number of patients that left without being seen (50%) 

•  June 2013 ICS implemented on the Family Care Ward 
– Improved staff communication 
– Improved workflow and utilization of the nursing staff 
– Improved nurse patient contact time (75% faster response time – 4 mins to less than 1 minute to answer patient call) 
– Increased inpatient satisfaction (20%) 
– Decreased patient falls (81%) 

• March 2015 ICS implemented on Primary Care Clinics and Specialty Care Clinics 
– Improved staff communication 
– Reported gains in time by nursing personnel in the PCMH clinics of 1.5 hours/day 
– Reported gains in time by Primary Care Provider in the PCMH clinics of 40 minutes/day 
– Allows better utilization of referrals by enabling immediate consultation between clinics 

• July 2015 ICS was implemented on all other inpatient care areas 
– Improved staff communication 
– Improved workflow and utilization of the nursing staff 
– Improved nurse patient contact time (75% faster response time – 4 mins to less than 1 minute to answer patient call) 
– Improves transitions of care for discharge planning and patient needs prior to discharge 

• Winter 2016 Expected expansion to other sites within the Colorado Springs Military Health 
System (Air Force) 
 

Facts 



• Health Care Organizations (HCO) will have the infrastructure to support an Integrated 
Communication Solution  

– Wireless infrastructure  

– Voice over IP capability  

– IP addresses  

– IMD/IT/HID staffing for Project management and Functional administrator  

• ICS will be issued to the clinical areas that have been identified as adapters that will 
benefit from the technology 

• Users of ICS will integrate communication with all current technologies to leverage and 
maximize capabilities using middleware if necessary 

– Nurse call, queuing, HIE, security, Code teams, infant abduction solutions, etc. 

• HCO will adopt a Functional vs. System Administrator approach 
 

 
 

Assumptions 



• Requires Organizational support and must be consistent with Strategic Goals 
– Key Stakeholders must support, facilitate, and adopt timely implementation of the ICS 

• Initial acquisition cost, ROI is proven but upfront cost  
– ROI depends on user acceptance and usage of the system 

• Integration and Implementation requires manpower commitments 
 
 

Constraints 



Unique Calling Capability 
• Hands Free 
• Role-Based  
• Activity-Based 
• Group Calls  
• Broadcasting to many 
• Call by name 

Features 
• Staff Assignment 
• Messaging Interface 
• SIP Telephony 
• Administration Suite 

• Report Server 
• Scheduled Reporting 
• Device Management 

• Integrates with Nurse Call (two way) 
• Integrates with Queuing technology 
• Call flow design, all calls are answered. 
• Integration to alarm and alert systems to 

expedite communication of critical data 

Voice Features and Capability 



Benefit Potential Cost Savings or Earnings 
Decreased patient falls Every missed fall saves on average $4,200.00. 1 (Expected reduction 

for EACH of 21 falls/year for a total of over $94,000/year) 
Increased OR capacity ICS can create an additional 350 hours of OR time and 

resulting revenue generation. 2 
Increased OR efficiency Savings of 2.7% of time required on individual case. Improved 

productivity of 9%. 2 
Patient Satisfaction 15% improvement over the first 180 days with an expected end result 

of staying above 70% patient satisfaction within inpatient services 
resulting in expected returns of over $150,000/quarter (over $600,000 
per year) 

Streamline and Simplification 
of Communication 

Reduced unnecessary steps and eliminate “phone tag” and 
Optimization of one on one provider-patient contact, and 
interdisciplinary healthcare team. 3 

Safety Patient can immediately make contact with nurse. Nurse or provider 
can escalate to required personnel as situation dictates. 

Staff Satisfaction Increased staff satisfaction, increase quality of care and patient 
safety, and time savings for staff. 

Inpatient Satisfaction TRICARE Inpatient Satisfaction Survey (TRISS) Question # 21, 
which measures the overall rating of the hospital. 

 

Expected Benefits 



Platform integration to multiple systems delivering critical alerts and 
communication capabilities to the right user, at the right time and place 
• Integration with Nurse Call system 

• Patient to staff and staff to patient communication 
• Pain Button Integration 

 
 

 
 

Integration  
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20% improvement in inpatient satisfaction over 10 months with 
the HFCS implemented resulting in expected returns of over 
$150,000/quarter (result of pay for performance model) 

 

Inpatient Satisfaction Increase 
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Inpatient Satisfaction Medical 
Floor 



June 2015 Implementation  

Inpatient Satisfaction 
Obstetrics/Maternal 
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• 81% reduction in 
patient falls within 10 
months after 
implementation 

• Hospital wide 
implementation, 
yearly potential cost 
avoidance of over 
$94,000 1 
 

Patient Falls Reduction Med/Surg 

 



* 15% Overall Reduction 

Patient Falls (Inpatient) Overall 

 



*With a Hands Free Communication System, staff 
satisfaction improves, as communication is more effective.* 

Staff Satisfaction Survey 
1 of 2 

 


Chart1

		Agree		Agree

		Disagree		Disagree

		Neutral		Neutral



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit

35

29

12

16

8

20



Combined

		Dept with HFCS/Vocera		Number of Responses

		Family Care Ward		7

		Pediatrics Clinic		2

		ED		3

		MBU		3

		L and D		4

		PAD		5

		Nutrition Care Div		1

		ICU		1

		OR		3

		Infection Control		3

		Inpatient BHU		3

		Lab		2

		Rad		10

		Inpatient Services		6

		Pharmacy		3

		Total		56

				Are you satisfied with current communication method

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral		No Response

		HFCS/Vocera		16		10		19		10

		No HFCS/Vocera		9		17		16		24

				I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		22		23		11

		No HFCS/Vocera		37		19		9

				I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff

				1-5 Time/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		HFCS/Vocera		46		8		1		1

		No HFCS/Vocera		41		19		2		4

				How much time do you spend per day looking for staff within the unit

				1-15mins		16-30mins		31-45mins		46-60mins		91mins+

		HFCS/Vocera		40		9		5		3

		No HFCS/Vocera		44		16		4		1		1

				1-5 Times/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day		30 or more

		HFCS/Vocera		49		3		3		1

		No HFCS/Vocera		60		3		0		1		2

				How much time per day do you spend looking for people outside of your unit

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day		91mins+

		HFCS/Vocera		42		8		6		0

		No HFCS/Vocera		44		18		2		1		1

				Able to contact staff in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		34		9		13

		No HFCS/Vocera		22		20		23

				Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		35		12		8

		No HFCS/Vocera		29		16		20

				Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		16		21		17

		No HFCS/Vocera		22		19		24

				Able to contact other departments in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		19		19		18

		No HFCS/Vocera		13		21		31

				Able to communicate effective with other departments

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		17		22		17

		No HFCS/Vocera		18		22		26





Combined

		



Number of Responses

Department with HFCS/Vocera
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HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Are you satisfied with current communication method
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HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff



With HFCS

		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How many times per day you go looking for staff within the unit



No HFCS

		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How much time do you spend per day looking for staff within the unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How many times do you spend per day looking for people outside of your unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How much time per day do you spend looking for people outside of your unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to contact staff in a timely manner



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to contac other departments in a timely manner



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to communicate effectively with other departments



		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey

		What is your biggest communication challenge on your job today?		What is your biggest communication challenge on your job today?		What is your biggest communication challenge on your job today?

		Answer Options		Answer Options		Response Count

						85

		answered question		85		85

		skipped question		39		39

		Number		Response Text

		1		The doctors do not have vocera. I feel we would all benefit from them having badges.

		2		n/a

		3		As the admin I have staff members co-located in two bldgs

		4		not everyone wears the vocera

		5		nobody answers the phone/vocera.
do not know persons entire name.

		6		Noise of equipment

		7		Reaching the ER.  They dont wear Vocera.  We wear ours, but we cant reach them on theirs.

		8		ED Dept being available on phone. At times, have to call 2-3 times before phone is answered.

		9		Finding the NCOIC

		10		Vocera asks for last name of staff....we don't know alot of staffs first names, let alone last names. Majority of our communication is with ED, and many times, staff is not wearing Vocera or it is turned off? Vocera does not work well for us.

		11		The Vocera badges aren't very effective, so I still have to walk around looking for people. The badges are user friendly but people feel that they have to yell for their device to hear them correctly, so that even if they are behind closed doors you can hear every word being said; therefore the actual phone is still necessary.

		12		you try to call and the person and it doesn't understand what you say or keeps asking what?

		13		N/A

		14		Implementation of new changes in staffing.  Is in constant flux.

		15		None

		16		learning names for the vocera, staff not using it because they dont know how to call

		17		Do not always know entire name of support staff or staff in other units, as well as the multitude different commands off the top of my head.  My patients cannot call me directly and the voceras do not always have connection throughout the entire hospital.

		18		The amount of time spent trying to contact someone and then waiting for reply

		19		1.  The House Supervisor or Bed Manager on Vocera is NEVER the actual HO/BM, and I always end up having to call the FCW or MAJ Magana to find out who it is.  When vocera says the person is not available and would I like to page them, I say "yes" and it pages the person but all I ever get is a busy signal for the past two months.  Two many steps when trying to reach the HO/BM to admit a patient. 
2  getting quick access to nursing in the outpatient family clinics to coordinate hospital admissions, lab values, orders, coordination of care; 
3.  knowing who actually has Vocera in the Hospital and clinics; It would be nice to have an online web page to visit to see who is actually logged-in in each department so if the person I'm looking for is not logged in, I can try someone else.
4.  people actually logging in to Vocera when they are on duty.

		20		Contacting civilian insurance companies

		21		Limited time to clearly communicate my concerns  to the radiologist regarding a specific patient due to time constraints.

		22		playing phone tag with other providers

		23		we have a tcon system in place but the staff would rather walk around which means the patients have to wait longer.  snow ball effect

		24		Phone Tag

		25		Effective communication with providers. Feel that many times despite the importance in the change of patient status the providers are irritated with nurses contacting them as they are busy with clinics or in the OR.

		26		speaking to providers between patients

		27		Global communication within the department; not peer-to-peer

		28		Not everyone logs into their vocera at the beginning of their shift.

		29		Wrong body parts being ordered for X-ray.

		30		Some Voceras that cut out or have static or recipient can't understand you or vice versa; doesn't understand your command request, cuts off after a time limit; not knowing a staff member's last name to call

		31		Multiple modes of communication, cell phones, pagers, vocera, many times I will be talking on all methods at once

		32		talking to provider to verify treatment trying to find co-workers to cover lunch breaks take over at end of shift get infor to their providers

		33		communicating with doctors. Some don't use vocera and there are only a few phones to page them to in the work area.

		34		We use vocera in our clinic and I LOVE it! Very easy to find other nurses and staff. It would be helpful to contact the doctors, but they are usually busy  with their patients/schedules.

		35		At times unable to find supervisor when she is at meetings or not in the clinic.

		36		n/a

		37		PHONE NO LISTINGS ON ROSTER WRONG & DR'S NO NOT LISTED

		38		finding providers as they don't have Vocera

		39		people communicating. lots of tools, but if noone uses the tools they are ineffective.

		40		Availability of staff to speak with them in a timely manner.  Issue is that they are consistently busy with patient care and I do not want to interrupt them.

		41		Providers not calling back or being able to reach them at all.

		42		Reaching staff in housekeeping or FMB in a timely manner when a problem exists

		43		reach providers

		44		Finding personnel when needed, or find myself interrupting them in a room with a patient.

		45		Communication and time management

		46		n/a

		47		finding staff

		48		getting a hold of the ER staff

		49		getting through all of the telephone consults fast enough

		50		Time for communication

		51		Finding co-workers who are in different areas. Once found there is no problem with communication.

		52		AWS - being told it is a staff members RDO and that I need to come back when they are working.  Why can't staff say they are not in today offer to assist and leave it at that.  I don't want to hear I can't be helped because of an AWS.

		53		information never makes it down to the workers from leadership

		54		finding chaperone

		55		Doctors not responding to pages.

		56		Vocera system does not work. Callers can not be heard and will not work out of range.

		57		VOCERA UNDERSTANDING PEOPLE WITH ACCENTS AND BEING ABLE TO LOG ON AS OTHER PEOPLE

		58		I don't have any

		59		The vocera does not work in the basement.  It also does not work if the person has a heavy accent and cant speak the name clearly.  It is not an asset in my opinion.

		60		Just trying to find and get a hold of my staff once they leave the work area.

		61		Trying to get a hold of someone, or simply just trying to find them in the hosptial.

		62		Finding Staff members when their treating patients.

		63		N/A

		64		surveys

		65		Communication with techs about location and readiness of patients to be seen

		66		NONE

		67		Since our clinic is outside the hospital it is sometimes difficult to reach other departments in a timely manner. RFMC is not large so it is not difficult to find employees unless they are in a room with a patient or performing other tasks.

		68		Communication flow

		69		N/A

		70		People don't listen to what I have to say

		71		Pt's do not take responsibility fot there healthcare/ do not seem to know what they need

		72		The size of the clinic and number of staff working makes it difficult to find the person you need when you need them.

		73		Finding people & waiting for them to call me back.

		74		wrong telephone numbers for all cna's & lpn's & no provider numbers

		75		Trying to call other clinics. The numbers are wrong or we don't get a live person.

		76		trying to find the staff

		77		Finding people I want to communicate with

		78		Looking for other people

		79		can not find the personnel and or they won't help due to the not there teams.   who cares all is patient care

		80		My biggest difficulty is contacting specialists for curbside consultations and for admissions.

		81		finding nearest RN

		82		Locating staff and Providers in a timely manner

		83		having to take away from Pt care to walk around the whole clinic looking for someone.

		84		Finding people

		85		Staff members not signing on to Vocera.  Unable to contact other administrators.





		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey

		Any additional comments or suggestions?		Any additional comments or suggestions?		Any additional comments or suggestions?

		Answer Options		Answer Options		Response Count

						51

		answered question		51		51

		skipped question		73		73

		Number		Response Text		Categories

		1		n/a

		2		have hosptialist sign in to vocera as hosptialist and not their actual name.  Have the surgeons wear vocera

		3		A directive was put out that all depts were required to utilize these devices.  However, this was a waste of money/recources for depts like the lab.  99% of the staff work in ONE enclosed room.  Vocera did nothing for the dept.  As for communication w other depts, after normal hours all phone calls are routed to one phone as there are only 3 employees on at any given time.  Again, vocera is ineffective during 2nd/3rd shift.

		4		Make everyone wear and actually use the vocera.  Its a good idea if everyone actually used them all the time.

		5		Track Active Duty better than they do.

		6		#6 don't go looking for people outside of our area....but this is about how much time and how long it takes to get in touch with people trying to contact by Vocera or phone. We don't have time to actually go look for people in other departments.

		7		Our badges were never set up to send or receive phone calls so I am not personally aware of this feature. Housekeepers aren't issued Vocera badges so there is no communication with housekeeping staff except for pagers.
  There should be a way to do "Emergency calls to specific personnel/section via a code word or phrase, so we don't get everyone and their brother as looky loos when all you need is a couple of minutes.

		8		one extra thing to hang around your neck!!!

		9		N/A

		10		At this time lack of adequate staff is more of an issue that communication.

		11		No

		12		this questionaire is like we dont have Vocera.  confusing to answer.  Yes we have it, how does it work.  no we dont, then ask the above questions.  not making sense.

		13		Allow patients to call nurses directly like what is available on other floors, default to call personnel by first name from your own unit first if possible?

		14		love Vocera!  it has it's limitations right now, but it has GREATLY decreased wasting my time trying to track people down, has made contact with nursing on the Ward or in the ER/Peds clinic so much quicker and easier and smooth.  I am very glad we are using these.  Much, much, much better than the old pager system for those in the hospital.  However, If I'm not going to be issued a Blackberry (which I could really use), then I need to keep my pager so pediatric specialists from Memorial and Denver children's can reach me quickly when consulting on my sick Inpatients or assisting to coordinate their care or transfer the patients because I'm hardly ever in my office and often on the move.  If I could have Blackberry it would be like taking my office with me everywhere I have to go in the hospital.

		15		no

		16		Questions 5 & 6 do not allow a "0" to be put in, but must be answered.  Not all clinics are in the drop down and you cannot free text your clinic in.

		17		don't use vocera

		18		Not sure if this is applicable to physical therapy, occupational therapy, and hiropractic since we were not considered in the list of units/depts.

		19		MSA or charge nurses should assign the room numbers into the staff's vocera.

		20		It is so frustrating that the Voceras often do not understand your command/request even when you ennunciate requests or names clearly. Very frustrating and a waste of time and delays communication when trying to get ahold of a certain individual. It would be nice to extend the talk time allotment because it will cut you off mid conversation with a coworker and then it takes time to try and get back in touch. Broaden the phrases used for common commands ie. "Play messages" and "Check messages".

		21		I would like to centralize our services around a Vocera Platform

		22		n/a

		23		The Transcription Dept should never have been placed inside of a growing business office where the often noisy environment of a business office directly conflicts with the quiet environment required by that of a transcription department.  Perhaps some type of retractable, noise- deadening walls could be installed in this very large room to better support the Transcription Department?

Please note I do not spend ANY time per day looking for staff inside or outside my department; your survey did not give a choice of "0" so I had to insert the minimum answer in order to be able to submit this survey.  Thank you.

		24		Vocera is not actually used to it's full potential, we do not use it to contact anyone, but to be available to other departments.

		25		The idea of the hands free communication is good. In reality it is not effective and I rather not have to deal with it. Not all staff has one so I  need to use the phone anyway, so why even bother. The cost of this system does not justify the use of it for me. Question 5: I filled in a number because I needed to, but in my unit I can get ahold of anybody I need to any time. So what was answered is not correct. A N/A should have been added also, because there not all applies to all the staff at all times. Thank you.

		26		a more direst way of contacting co workers is needed

		27		I would be most agreeable to trying this method of communication.

		28		Great improvment using Vocera in saving time searching for people

		29		n/a

		30		people need to actually use the system

		31		question 6 doesn't apply as I don't look for people outside of my area. 0 times and 0 min should have been an option also.

		32		none

		33		Pharmacy needs more Vocera badges to accomodate ALL inpatient staff

		34		It is odd how clinics are set up and offices can be in, near, or completely off the map to wear their clinical area is. It is very frustrating to trek all over when nearly every person in the hospital has a cell phone and text capabilites but are completely unable to use it as the ONLY carrier allowed tower access is Sprint.

		35		Nurses should start using Vocera more to contact pharmacy so that we don't have to stop what we are doing to answer their phone calls.

		36		PHARMACY NEEDS MORE VOCERAS SO THAT ALL STAFF CAN HAVE ONE TO COMMUNICATE

		37		no

		38		We need more Vocerra in my department

		39		VOCERA has alot of  issues which would make it not as useful as it should.

		40		NONE

		41		N/A

		42		I have 24 years of experience, I know what I am doing and what I need to complete the task of providing health care.  Daily people argue with me or simply get in my way instead of helping me.

		43		none

		44		don't like these courses

		45		Vocera is awesome!

		46		none

		47		team work

		48		I use the serum her prior duty station and it would be tremendously helpful in the clinic setting  at Iron horse as well.

		49		none

		50		Having the ablility to speake through this communication divice would increase the ability to answer questions or confirm orders for our patient population with out delay.  Thank you

		51		Expand throughout the entire organization





		Dept with HFCS/Vocera		Number of Responses

		Family Care Ward		7

		Pediatrics Clinic		2

		ED		3

		MBU		3

		L and D		4

		PAD		5

		Nutrition Care Div		1

		ICU		1

		OR		3

		Infection Control		3

		Inpatient BHU		3

		Lab		2

		Rad		10

		Inpatient Services		6

		Pharmacy		3

		Total		56

				Are you satisfied with current communication method

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral		No Response

		Number of Responses		16		10		19		10

				I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		22		23		11

				1-5 Time/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		Number of Staff		46		8		1		1

				1-15mins		16-30mins		31-45mins		46-60mins

		Number of Staff		40		9		5		3

				1-5 Times/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		Number of Responses		49		3		3		1

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day

		Number of Staff		42		8		6		0

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		34		9		13

				Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		35		12		8

				Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		16		21		17

				Able to contact other departments in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		19		19		18

				Able to communicate effective with other departments

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		17		22		17





		



Number of Responses

Department with HFCS/Vocera



		



Number of Staff

How many times per day do you go looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Staff

How much time do you spend per day looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Responses

I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Responses

How many times per day do you go looking for people outside of your unit



		



Number of Staff

How much time per day do you spend looking for people outside of your unit



		



Able to contact staff in a timely manner



		



Number of Responses

Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit



		



Number of Responses

Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging



		



Number of Responses

Able to contact other departments in a timely manner



		



Number of Responses

Able to communicate effectively with other departments



		



Number of Responses

Are you satisfied with current communication method



		Dept w/o HFCS/Vocera		Number of Responses

		Ironhorse		19

		OB/Gyn Clinic		4

		Mountain Post MH		11

		Robinson FMC		7

		Orthopedic Services		11

		BTSB		1

		Warrior		1

		Internal Medicine		7

		Premier		4

		ENT Clinic		1

		Total		66

				Are you satisfied with current communication method

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral		No Response

		Number of Responses		9		17		16		24

				I spend a lot of time around looking for staff

		Q4		Agree		Disagree		Neutral

				37		19		9

		Q5

				1-5 Time/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		Number of Responses		41		19		2		4

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day		91mins+

		Number of Responses		44		16		4		1		1

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		22		20		23

				Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		29		16		20

		Q6a		1-5 Times/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day		30 or more

				60		3		0		1		2

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day		91mins+

		Number of Responses		44		18		2		1		1

				Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		22		19		24

				Able to contact other departments in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		13		21		31

				Able to communicate effective with other departments

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		18		22		26





		



Number of Responses

Department w/o HFCS/Vocera



		



I spend a lot of time walking around 
looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Responses



		



Time Spent



		



Number of Responses

Able to contact staff in a timely manner (w/o HFCS/Vocera)



		



Outside of unit



		



Number of Responses

Time Spent



		





		



Number of Responses

Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit



		



Number of Responses

Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls afet Paging



		



Number of Responses

Able to contact other departments in a timely manner



		



Number of Responses

Able to communicate effectively with other departments



		



Are you satisfied with current communication method




Chart1

		Agree		Agree

		Disagree		Disagree

		Neutral		Neutral



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to contact staff in a timely manner

34

22

9

20

13

23



Combined

		Dept with HFCS/Vocera		Number of Responses

		Family Care Ward		7

		Pediatrics Clinic		2

		ED		3

		MBU		3

		L and D		4

		PAD		5

		Nutrition Care Div		1

		ICU		1

		OR		3

		Infection Control		3

		Inpatient BHU		3

		Lab		2

		Rad		10

		Inpatient Services		6

		Pharmacy		3

		Total		56

				Are you satisfied with current communication method

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral		No Response

		HFCS/Vocera		16		10		19		10

		No HFCS/Vocera		9		17		16		24

				I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		22		23		11

		No HFCS/Vocera		37		19		9

				I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff

				1-5 Time/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		HFCS/Vocera		46		8		1		1

		No HFCS/Vocera		41		19		2		4

				How much time do you spend per day looking for staff within the unit

				1-15mins		16-30mins		31-45mins		46-60mins		91mins+

		HFCS/Vocera		40		9		5		3

		No HFCS/Vocera		44		16		4		1		1

				1-5 Times/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day		30 or more

		HFCS/Vocera		49		3		3		1

		No HFCS/Vocera		60		3		0		1		2

				How much time per day do you spend looking for people outside of your unit

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day		91mins+

		HFCS/Vocera		42		8		6		0

		No HFCS/Vocera		44		18		2		1		1

				Able to contact staff in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		34		9		13

		No HFCS/Vocera		22		20		23

				Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		35		12		8

		No HFCS/Vocera		29		16		20

				Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		16		21		17

		No HFCS/Vocera		22		19		24

				Able to contact other departments in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		19		19		18

		No HFCS/Vocera		13		21		31

				Able to communicate effective with other departments

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		17		22		17

		No HFCS/Vocera		18		22		26





Combined

		



Number of Responses

Department with HFCS/Vocera



Q18

		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Are you satisfied with current communication method



Q19

		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff



With HFCS

		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How many times per day you go looking for staff within the unit



No HFCS

		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How much time do you spend per day looking for staff within the unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How many times do you spend per day looking for people outside of your unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How much time per day do you spend looking for people outside of your unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to contact staff in a timely manner



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to contac other departments in a timely manner



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to communicate effectively with other departments



		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey

		What is your biggest communication challenge on your job today?		What is your biggest communication challenge on your job today?		What is your biggest communication challenge on your job today?

		Answer Options		Answer Options		Response Count

						85

		answered question		85		85

		skipped question		39		39

		Number		Response Text

		1		The doctors do not have vocera. I feel we would all benefit from them having badges.

		2		n/a

		3		As the admin I have staff members co-located in two bldgs

		4		not everyone wears the vocera

		5		nobody answers the phone/vocera.
do not know persons entire name.

		6		Noise of equipment

		7		Reaching the ER.  They dont wear Vocera.  We wear ours, but we cant reach them on theirs.

		8		ED Dept being available on phone. At times, have to call 2-3 times before phone is answered.

		9		Finding the NCOIC

		10		Vocera asks for last name of staff....we don't know alot of staffs first names, let alone last names. Majority of our communication is with ED, and many times, staff is not wearing Vocera or it is turned off? Vocera does not work well for us.

		11		The Vocera badges aren't very effective, so I still have to walk around looking for people. The badges are user friendly but people feel that they have to yell for their device to hear them correctly, so that even if they are behind closed doors you can hear every word being said; therefore the actual phone is still necessary.

		12		you try to call and the person and it doesn't understand what you say or keeps asking what?

		13		N/A

		14		Implementation of new changes in staffing.  Is in constant flux.

		15		None

		16		learning names for the vocera, staff not using it because they dont know how to call

		17		Do not always know entire name of support staff or staff in other units, as well as the multitude different commands off the top of my head.  My patients cannot call me directly and the voceras do not always have connection throughout the entire hospital.

		18		The amount of time spent trying to contact someone and then waiting for reply

		19		1.  The House Supervisor or Bed Manager on Vocera is NEVER the actual HO/BM, and I always end up having to call the FCW or MAJ Magana to find out who it is.  When vocera says the person is not available and would I like to page them, I say "yes" and it pages the person but all I ever get is a busy signal for the past two months.  Two many steps when trying to reach the HO/BM to admit a patient. 
2  getting quick access to nursing in the outpatient family clinics to coordinate hospital admissions, lab values, orders, coordination of care; 
3.  knowing who actually has Vocera in the Hospital and clinics; It would be nice to have an online web page to visit to see who is actually logged-in in each department so if the person I'm looking for is not logged in, I can try someone else.
4.  people actually logging in to Vocera when they are on duty.

		20		Contacting civilian insurance companies

		21		Limited time to clearly communicate my concerns  to the radiologist regarding a specific patient due to time constraints.

		22		playing phone tag with other providers

		23		we have a tcon system in place but the staff would rather walk around which means the patients have to wait longer.  snow ball effect

		24		Phone Tag

		25		Effective communication with providers. Feel that many times despite the importance in the change of patient status the providers are irritated with nurses contacting them as they are busy with clinics or in the OR.

		26		speaking to providers between patients

		27		Global communication within the department; not peer-to-peer

		28		Not everyone logs into their vocera at the beginning of their shift.

		29		Wrong body parts being ordered for X-ray.

		30		Some Voceras that cut out or have static or recipient can't understand you or vice versa; doesn't understand your command request, cuts off after a time limit; not knowing a staff member's last name to call

		31		Multiple modes of communication, cell phones, pagers, vocera, many times I will be talking on all methods at once

		32		talking to provider to verify treatment trying to find co-workers to cover lunch breaks take over at end of shift get infor to their providers

		33		communicating with doctors. Some don't use vocera and there are only a few phones to page them to in the work area.

		34		We use vocera in our clinic and I LOVE it! Very easy to find other nurses and staff. It would be helpful to contact the doctors, but they are usually busy  with their patients/schedules.

		35		At times unable to find supervisor when she is at meetings or not in the clinic.

		36		n/a

		37		PHONE NO LISTINGS ON ROSTER WRONG & DR'S NO NOT LISTED

		38		finding providers as they don't have Vocera

		39		people communicating. lots of tools, but if noone uses the tools they are ineffective.

		40		Availability of staff to speak with them in a timely manner.  Issue is that they are consistently busy with patient care and I do not want to interrupt them.

		41		Providers not calling back or being able to reach them at all.

		42		Reaching staff in housekeeping or FMB in a timely manner when a problem exists

		43		reach providers

		44		Finding personnel when needed, or find myself interrupting them in a room with a patient.

		45		Communication and time management

		46		n/a

		47		finding staff

		48		getting a hold of the ER staff

		49		getting through all of the telephone consults fast enough

		50		Time for communication

		51		Finding co-workers who are in different areas. Once found there is no problem with communication.

		52		AWS - being told it is a staff members RDO and that I need to come back when they are working.  Why can't staff say they are not in today offer to assist and leave it at that.  I don't want to hear I can't be helped because of an AWS.

		53		information never makes it down to the workers from leadership

		54		finding chaperone

		55		Doctors not responding to pages.

		56		Vocera system does not work. Callers can not be heard and will not work out of range.

		57		VOCERA UNDERSTANDING PEOPLE WITH ACCENTS AND BEING ABLE TO LOG ON AS OTHER PEOPLE

		58		I don't have any

		59		The vocera does not work in the basement.  It also does not work if the person has a heavy accent and cant speak the name clearly.  It is not an asset in my opinion.

		60		Just trying to find and get a hold of my staff once they leave the work area.

		61		Trying to get a hold of someone, or simply just trying to find them in the hosptial.

		62		Finding Staff members when their treating patients.

		63		N/A

		64		surveys

		65		Communication with techs about location and readiness of patients to be seen

		66		NONE

		67		Since our clinic is outside the hospital it is sometimes difficult to reach other departments in a timely manner. RFMC is not large so it is not difficult to find employees unless they are in a room with a patient or performing other tasks.

		68		Communication flow

		69		N/A

		70		People don't listen to what I have to say

		71		Pt's do not take responsibility fot there healthcare/ do not seem to know what they need

		72		The size of the clinic and number of staff working makes it difficult to find the person you need when you need them.

		73		Finding people & waiting for them to call me back.

		74		wrong telephone numbers for all cna's & lpn's & no provider numbers

		75		Trying to call other clinics. The numbers are wrong or we don't get a live person.

		76		trying to find the staff

		77		Finding people I want to communicate with

		78		Looking for other people

		79		can not find the personnel and or they won't help due to the not there teams.   who cares all is patient care

		80		My biggest difficulty is contacting specialists for curbside consultations and for admissions.

		81		finding nearest RN

		82		Locating staff and Providers in a timely manner

		83		having to take away from Pt care to walk around the whole clinic looking for someone.

		84		Finding people

		85		Staff members not signing on to Vocera.  Unable to contact other administrators.





		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey

		Any additional comments or suggestions?		Any additional comments or suggestions?		Any additional comments or suggestions?

		Answer Options		Answer Options		Response Count

						51

		answered question		51		51

		skipped question		73		73

		Number		Response Text		Categories

		1		n/a

		2		have hosptialist sign in to vocera as hosptialist and not their actual name.  Have the surgeons wear vocera

		3		A directive was put out that all depts were required to utilize these devices.  However, this was a waste of money/recources for depts like the lab.  99% of the staff work in ONE enclosed room.  Vocera did nothing for the dept.  As for communication w other depts, after normal hours all phone calls are routed to one phone as there are only 3 employees on at any given time.  Again, vocera is ineffective during 2nd/3rd shift.

		4		Make everyone wear and actually use the vocera.  Its a good idea if everyone actually used them all the time.

		5		Track Active Duty better than they do.

		6		#6 don't go looking for people outside of our area....but this is about how much time and how long it takes to get in touch with people trying to contact by Vocera or phone. We don't have time to actually go look for people in other departments.

		7		Our badges were never set up to send or receive phone calls so I am not personally aware of this feature. Housekeepers aren't issued Vocera badges so there is no communication with housekeeping staff except for pagers.
  There should be a way to do "Emergency calls to specific personnel/section via a code word or phrase, so we don't get everyone and their brother as looky loos when all you need is a couple of minutes.

		8		one extra thing to hang around your neck!!!

		9		N/A

		10		At this time lack of adequate staff is more of an issue that communication.

		11		No

		12		this questionaire is like we dont have Vocera.  confusing to answer.  Yes we have it, how does it work.  no we dont, then ask the above questions.  not making sense.

		13		Allow patients to call nurses directly like what is available on other floors, default to call personnel by first name from your own unit first if possible?

		14		love Vocera!  it has it's limitations right now, but it has GREATLY decreased wasting my time trying to track people down, has made contact with nursing on the Ward or in the ER/Peds clinic so much quicker and easier and smooth.  I am very glad we are using these.  Much, much, much better than the old pager system for those in the hospital.  However, If I'm not going to be issued a Blackberry (which I could really use), then I need to keep my pager so pediatric specialists from Memorial and Denver children's can reach me quickly when consulting on my sick Inpatients or assisting to coordinate their care or transfer the patients because I'm hardly ever in my office and often on the move.  If I could have Blackberry it would be like taking my office with me everywhere I have to go in the hospital.

		15		no

		16		Questions 5 & 6 do not allow a "0" to be put in, but must be answered.  Not all clinics are in the drop down and you cannot free text your clinic in.

		17		don't use vocera

		18		Not sure if this is applicable to physical therapy, occupational therapy, and hiropractic since we were not considered in the list of units/depts.

		19		MSA or charge nurses should assign the room numbers into the staff's vocera.

		20		It is so frustrating that the Voceras often do not understand your command/request even when you ennunciate requests or names clearly. Very frustrating and a waste of time and delays communication when trying to get ahold of a certain individual. It would be nice to extend the talk time allotment because it will cut you off mid conversation with a coworker and then it takes time to try and get back in touch. Broaden the phrases used for common commands ie. "Play messages" and "Check messages".

		21		I would like to centralize our services around a Vocera Platform

		22		n/a

		23		The Transcription Dept should never have been placed inside of a growing business office where the often noisy environment of a business office directly conflicts with the quiet environment required by that of a transcription department.  Perhaps some type of retractable, noise- deadening walls could be installed in this very large room to better support the Transcription Department?

Please note I do not spend ANY time per day looking for staff inside or outside my department; your survey did not give a choice of "0" so I had to insert the minimum answer in order to be able to submit this survey.  Thank you.

		24		Vocera is not actually used to it's full potential, we do not use it to contact anyone, but to be available to other departments.

		25		The idea of the hands free communication is good. In reality it is not effective and I rather not have to deal with it. Not all staff has one so I  need to use the phone anyway, so why even bother. The cost of this system does not justify the use of it for me. Question 5: I filled in a number because I needed to, but in my unit I can get ahold of anybody I need to any time. So what was answered is not correct. A N/A should have been added also, because there not all applies to all the staff at all times. Thank you.

		26		a more direst way of contacting co workers is needed

		27		I would be most agreeable to trying this method of communication.

		28		Great improvment using Vocera in saving time searching for people

		29		n/a

		30		people need to actually use the system

		31		question 6 doesn't apply as I don't look for people outside of my area. 0 times and 0 min should have been an option also.

		32		none

		33		Pharmacy needs more Vocera badges to accomodate ALL inpatient staff

		34		It is odd how clinics are set up and offices can be in, near, or completely off the map to wear their clinical area is. It is very frustrating to trek all over when nearly every person in the hospital has a cell phone and text capabilites but are completely unable to use it as the ONLY carrier allowed tower access is Sprint.

		35		Nurses should start using Vocera more to contact pharmacy so that we don't have to stop what we are doing to answer their phone calls.

		36		PHARMACY NEEDS MORE VOCERAS SO THAT ALL STAFF CAN HAVE ONE TO COMMUNICATE

		37		no

		38		We need more Vocerra in my department

		39		VOCERA has alot of  issues which would make it not as useful as it should.

		40		NONE

		41		N/A

		42		I have 24 years of experience, I know what I am doing and what I need to complete the task of providing health care.  Daily people argue with me or simply get in my way instead of helping me.

		43		none

		44		don't like these courses

		45		Vocera is awesome!

		46		none

		47		team work

		48		I use the serum her prior duty station and it would be tremendously helpful in the clinic setting  at Iron horse as well.

		49		none

		50		Having the ablility to speake through this communication divice would increase the ability to answer questions or confirm orders for our patient population with out delay.  Thank you

		51		Expand throughout the entire organization





		Dept with HFCS/Vocera		Number of Responses

		Family Care Ward		7

		Pediatrics Clinic		2

		ED		3

		MBU		3

		L and D		4

		PAD		5

		Nutrition Care Div		1

		ICU		1

		OR		3

		Infection Control		3

		Inpatient BHU		3

		Lab		2

		Rad		10

		Inpatient Services		6

		Pharmacy		3

		Total		56

				Are you satisfied with current communication method

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral		No Response

		Number of Responses		16		10		19		10

				I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		22		23		11

				1-5 Time/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		Number of Staff		46		8		1		1

				1-15mins		16-30mins		31-45mins		46-60mins

		Number of Staff		40		9		5		3

				1-5 Times/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		Number of Responses		49		3		3		1

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day

		Number of Staff		42		8		6		0

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		34		9		13

				Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		35		12		8

				Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		16		21		17

				Able to contact other departments in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		19		19		18

				Able to communicate effective with other departments

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		17		22		17





		



Number of Responses

Department with HFCS/Vocera



		



Number of Staff

How many times per day do you go looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Staff

How much time do you spend per day looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Responses

I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Responses

How many times per day do you go looking for people outside of your unit



		



Number of Staff

How much time per day do you spend looking for people outside of your unit



		



Able to contact staff in a timely manner



		



Number of Responses

Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit



		



Number of Responses

Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging



		



Number of Responses

Able to contact other departments in a timely manner



		



Number of Responses

Able to communicate effectively with other departments



		



Number of Responses

Are you satisfied with current communication method



		Dept w/o HFCS/Vocera		Number of Responses

		Ironhorse		19

		OB/Gyn Clinic		4

		Mountain Post MH		11

		Robinson FMC		7

		Orthopedic Services		11

		BTSB		1

		Warrior		1

		Internal Medicine		7

		Premier		4

		ENT Clinic		1

		Total		66

				Are you satisfied with current communication method

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral		No Response

		Number of Responses		9		17		16		24

				I spend a lot of time around looking for staff

		Q4		Agree		Disagree		Neutral

				37		19		9

		Q5

				1-5 Time/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		Number of Responses		41		19		2		4

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day		91mins+

		Number of Responses		44		16		4		1		1

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		22		20		23

				Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		29		16		20

		Q6a		1-5 Times/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day		30 or more

				60		3		0		1		2

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day		91mins+

		Number of Responses		44		18		2		1		1

				Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		22		19		24

				Able to contact other departments in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		13		21		31

				Able to communicate effective with other departments

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		18		22		26





		



Number of Responses

Department w/o HFCS/Vocera



		



I spend a lot of time walking around 
looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Responses



		



Time Spent



		



Number of Responses

Able to contact staff in a timely manner (w/o HFCS/Vocera)



		



Outside of unit



		



Number of Responses

Time Spent



		





		



Number of Responses

Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit



		



Number of Responses

Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls afet Paging



		



Number of Responses

Able to contact other departments in a timely manner



		



Number of Responses

Able to communicate effectively with other departments



		



Are you satisfied with current communication method




Chart1

		Agree		Agree

		Disagree		Disagree

		Neutral		Neutral



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff

22

37

23

19

11

9



Combined

		Dept with HFCS/Vocera		Number of Responses

		Family Care Ward		7

		Pediatrics Clinic		2

		ED		3

		MBU		3

		L and D		4

		PAD		5

		Nutrition Care Div		1

		ICU		1

		OR		3

		Infection Control		3

		Inpatient BHU		3

		Lab		2

		Rad		10

		Inpatient Services		6

		Pharmacy		3

		Total		56

				Are you satisfied with current communication method

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral		No Response

		HFCS/Vocera		16		10		19		10

		No HFCS/Vocera		9		17		16		24

				I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		22		23		11

		No HFCS/Vocera		37		19		9

				I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff

				1-5 Time/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		HFCS/Vocera		46		8		1		1

		No HFCS/Vocera		41		19		2		4

				How much time do you spend per day looking for staff within the unit

				1-15mins		16-30mins		31-45mins		46-60mins		91mins+

		HFCS/Vocera		40		9		5		3

		No HFCS/Vocera		44		16		4		1		1

				1-5 Times/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day		30 or more

		HFCS/Vocera		49		3		3		1

		No HFCS/Vocera		60		3		0		1		2

				How much time per day do you spend looking for people outside of your unit

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day		91mins+

		HFCS/Vocera		42		8		6		0

		No HFCS/Vocera		44		18		2		1		1

				Able to contact staff in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		34		9		13

		No HFCS/Vocera		22		20		23

				Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		35		12		8

		No HFCS/Vocera		29		16		20

				Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		16		21		17

		No HFCS/Vocera		22		19		24

				Able to contact other departments in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		19		19		18

		No HFCS/Vocera		13		21		31

				Able to communicate effective with other departments

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		17		22		17

		No HFCS/Vocera		18		22		26





Combined

		



Number of Responses

Department with HFCS/Vocera



Q18

		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Are you satisfied with current communication method



Q19

		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff



With HFCS

		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How many times per day you go looking for staff within the unit



No HFCS

		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How much time do you spend per day looking for staff within the unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How many times do you spend per day looking for people outside of your unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How much time per day do you spend looking for people outside of your unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to contact staff in a timely manner



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to contac other departments in a timely manner



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to communicate effectively with other departments



		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey

		What is your biggest communication challenge on your job today?		What is your biggest communication challenge on your job today?		What is your biggest communication challenge on your job today?

		Answer Options		Answer Options		Response Count

						85

		answered question		85		85

		skipped question		39		39

		Number		Response Text

		1		The doctors do not have vocera. I feel we would all benefit from them having badges.

		2		n/a

		3		As the admin I have staff members co-located in two bldgs

		4		not everyone wears the vocera

		5		nobody answers the phone/vocera.
do not know persons entire name.

		6		Noise of equipment

		7		Reaching the ER.  They dont wear Vocera.  We wear ours, but we cant reach them on theirs.

		8		ED Dept being available on phone. At times, have to call 2-3 times before phone is answered.

		9		Finding the NCOIC

		10		Vocera asks for last name of staff....we don't know alot of staffs first names, let alone last names. Majority of our communication is with ED, and many times, staff is not wearing Vocera or it is turned off? Vocera does not work well for us.

		11		The Vocera badges aren't very effective, so I still have to walk around looking for people. The badges are user friendly but people feel that they have to yell for their device to hear them correctly, so that even if they are behind closed doors you can hear every word being said; therefore the actual phone is still necessary.

		12		you try to call and the person and it doesn't understand what you say or keeps asking what?

		13		N/A

		14		Implementation of new changes in staffing.  Is in constant flux.

		15		None

		16		learning names for the vocera, staff not using it because they dont know how to call

		17		Do not always know entire name of support staff or staff in other units, as well as the multitude different commands off the top of my head.  My patients cannot call me directly and the voceras do not always have connection throughout the entire hospital.

		18		The amount of time spent trying to contact someone and then waiting for reply

		19		1.  The House Supervisor or Bed Manager on Vocera is NEVER the actual HO/BM, and I always end up having to call the FCW or MAJ Magana to find out who it is.  When vocera says the person is not available and would I like to page them, I say "yes" and it pages the person but all I ever get is a busy signal for the past two months.  Two many steps when trying to reach the HO/BM to admit a patient. 
2  getting quick access to nursing in the outpatient family clinics to coordinate hospital admissions, lab values, orders, coordination of care; 
3.  knowing who actually has Vocera in the Hospital and clinics; It would be nice to have an online web page to visit to see who is actually logged-in in each department so if the person I'm looking for is not logged in, I can try someone else.
4.  people actually logging in to Vocera when they are on duty.

		20		Contacting civilian insurance companies

		21		Limited time to clearly communicate my concerns  to the radiologist regarding a specific patient due to time constraints.

		22		playing phone tag with other providers

		23		we have a tcon system in place but the staff would rather walk around which means the patients have to wait longer.  snow ball effect

		24		Phone Tag

		25		Effective communication with providers. Feel that many times despite the importance in the change of patient status the providers are irritated with nurses contacting them as they are busy with clinics or in the OR.

		26		speaking to providers between patients

		27		Global communication within the department; not peer-to-peer

		28		Not everyone logs into their vocera at the beginning of their shift.

		29		Wrong body parts being ordered for X-ray.

		30		Some Voceras that cut out or have static or recipient can't understand you or vice versa; doesn't understand your command request, cuts off after a time limit; not knowing a staff member's last name to call

		31		Multiple modes of communication, cell phones, pagers, vocera, many times I will be talking on all methods at once

		32		talking to provider to verify treatment trying to find co-workers to cover lunch breaks take over at end of shift get infor to their providers

		33		communicating with doctors. Some don't use vocera and there are only a few phones to page them to in the work area.

		34		We use vocera in our clinic and I LOVE it! Very easy to find other nurses and staff. It would be helpful to contact the doctors, but they are usually busy  with their patients/schedules.

		35		At times unable to find supervisor when she is at meetings or not in the clinic.

		36		n/a

		37		PHONE NO LISTINGS ON ROSTER WRONG & DR'S NO NOT LISTED

		38		finding providers as they don't have Vocera

		39		people communicating. lots of tools, but if noone uses the tools they are ineffective.

		40		Availability of staff to speak with them in a timely manner.  Issue is that they are consistently busy with patient care and I do not want to interrupt them.

		41		Providers not calling back or being able to reach them at all.

		42		Reaching staff in housekeeping or FMB in a timely manner when a problem exists

		43		reach providers

		44		Finding personnel when needed, or find myself interrupting them in a room with a patient.

		45		Communication and time management

		46		n/a

		47		finding staff

		48		getting a hold of the ER staff

		49		getting through all of the telephone consults fast enough

		50		Time for communication

		51		Finding co-workers who are in different areas. Once found there is no problem with communication.

		52		AWS - being told it is a staff members RDO and that I need to come back when they are working.  Why can't staff say they are not in today offer to assist and leave it at that.  I don't want to hear I can't be helped because of an AWS.

		53		information never makes it down to the workers from leadership

		54		finding chaperone

		55		Doctors not responding to pages.

		56		Vocera system does not work. Callers can not be heard and will not work out of range.

		57		VOCERA UNDERSTANDING PEOPLE WITH ACCENTS AND BEING ABLE TO LOG ON AS OTHER PEOPLE

		58		I don't have any

		59		The vocera does not work in the basement.  It also does not work if the person has a heavy accent and cant speak the name clearly.  It is not an asset in my opinion.

		60		Just trying to find and get a hold of my staff once they leave the work area.

		61		Trying to get a hold of someone, or simply just trying to find them in the hosptial.

		62		Finding Staff members when their treating patients.

		63		N/A

		64		surveys

		65		Communication with techs about location and readiness of patients to be seen

		66		NONE

		67		Since our clinic is outside the hospital it is sometimes difficult to reach other departments in a timely manner. RFMC is not large so it is not difficult to find employees unless they are in a room with a patient or performing other tasks.

		68		Communication flow

		69		N/A

		70		People don't listen to what I have to say

		71		Pt's do not take responsibility fot there healthcare/ do not seem to know what they need

		72		The size of the clinic and number of staff working makes it difficult to find the person you need when you need them.

		73		Finding people & waiting for them to call me back.

		74		wrong telephone numbers for all cna's & lpn's & no provider numbers

		75		Trying to call other clinics. The numbers are wrong or we don't get a live person.

		76		trying to find the staff

		77		Finding people I want to communicate with

		78		Looking for other people

		79		can not find the personnel and or they won't help due to the not there teams.   who cares all is patient care

		80		My biggest difficulty is contacting specialists for curbside consultations and for admissions.

		81		finding nearest RN

		82		Locating staff and Providers in a timely manner

		83		having to take away from Pt care to walk around the whole clinic looking for someone.

		84		Finding people

		85		Staff members not signing on to Vocera.  Unable to contact other administrators.





		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey

		Any additional comments or suggestions?		Any additional comments or suggestions?		Any additional comments or suggestions?

		Answer Options		Answer Options		Response Count

						51

		answered question		51		51

		skipped question		73		73

		Number		Response Text		Categories

		1		n/a

		2		have hosptialist sign in to vocera as hosptialist and not their actual name.  Have the surgeons wear vocera

		3		A directive was put out that all depts were required to utilize these devices.  However, this was a waste of money/recources for depts like the lab.  99% of the staff work in ONE enclosed room.  Vocera did nothing for the dept.  As for communication w other depts, after normal hours all phone calls are routed to one phone as there are only 3 employees on at any given time.  Again, vocera is ineffective during 2nd/3rd shift.

		4		Make everyone wear and actually use the vocera.  Its a good idea if everyone actually used them all the time.

		5		Track Active Duty better than they do.

		6		#6 don't go looking for people outside of our area....but this is about how much time and how long it takes to get in touch with people trying to contact by Vocera or phone. We don't have time to actually go look for people in other departments.

		7		Our badges were never set up to send or receive phone calls so I am not personally aware of this feature. Housekeepers aren't issued Vocera badges so there is no communication with housekeeping staff except for pagers.
  There should be a way to do "Emergency calls to specific personnel/section via a code word or phrase, so we don't get everyone and their brother as looky loos when all you need is a couple of minutes.

		8		one extra thing to hang around your neck!!!

		9		N/A

		10		At this time lack of adequate staff is more of an issue that communication.

		11		No

		12		this questionaire is like we dont have Vocera.  confusing to answer.  Yes we have it, how does it work.  no we dont, then ask the above questions.  not making sense.

		13		Allow patients to call nurses directly like what is available on other floors, default to call personnel by first name from your own unit first if possible?

		14		love Vocera!  it has it's limitations right now, but it has GREATLY decreased wasting my time trying to track people down, has made contact with nursing on the Ward or in the ER/Peds clinic so much quicker and easier and smooth.  I am very glad we are using these.  Much, much, much better than the old pager system for those in the hospital.  However, If I'm not going to be issued a Blackberry (which I could really use), then I need to keep my pager so pediatric specialists from Memorial and Denver children's can reach me quickly when consulting on my sick Inpatients or assisting to coordinate their care or transfer the patients because I'm hardly ever in my office and often on the move.  If I could have Blackberry it would be like taking my office with me everywhere I have to go in the hospital.

		15		no

		16		Questions 5 & 6 do not allow a "0" to be put in, but must be answered.  Not all clinics are in the drop down and you cannot free text your clinic in.

		17		don't use vocera

		18		Not sure if this is applicable to physical therapy, occupational therapy, and hiropractic since we were not considered in the list of units/depts.

		19		MSA or charge nurses should assign the room numbers into the staff's vocera.

		20		It is so frustrating that the Voceras often do not understand your command/request even when you ennunciate requests or names clearly. Very frustrating and a waste of time and delays communication when trying to get ahold of a certain individual. It would be nice to extend the talk time allotment because it will cut you off mid conversation with a coworker and then it takes time to try and get back in touch. Broaden the phrases used for common commands ie. "Play messages" and "Check messages".

		21		I would like to centralize our services around a Vocera Platform

		22		n/a

		23		The Transcription Dept should never have been placed inside of a growing business office where the often noisy environment of a business office directly conflicts with the quiet environment required by that of a transcription department.  Perhaps some type of retractable, noise- deadening walls could be installed in this very large room to better support the Transcription Department?

Please note I do not spend ANY time per day looking for staff inside or outside my department; your survey did not give a choice of "0" so I had to insert the minimum answer in order to be able to submit this survey.  Thank you.

		24		Vocera is not actually used to it's full potential, we do not use it to contact anyone, but to be available to other departments.

		25		The idea of the hands free communication is good. In reality it is not effective and I rather not have to deal with it. Not all staff has one so I  need to use the phone anyway, so why even bother. The cost of this system does not justify the use of it for me. Question 5: I filled in a number because I needed to, but in my unit I can get ahold of anybody I need to any time. So what was answered is not correct. A N/A should have been added also, because there not all applies to all the staff at all times. Thank you.

		26		a more direst way of contacting co workers is needed

		27		I would be most agreeable to trying this method of communication.

		28		Great improvment using Vocera in saving time searching for people

		29		n/a

		30		people need to actually use the system

		31		question 6 doesn't apply as I don't look for people outside of my area. 0 times and 0 min should have been an option also.

		32		none

		33		Pharmacy needs more Vocera badges to accomodate ALL inpatient staff

		34		It is odd how clinics are set up and offices can be in, near, or completely off the map to wear their clinical area is. It is very frustrating to trek all over when nearly every person in the hospital has a cell phone and text capabilites but are completely unable to use it as the ONLY carrier allowed tower access is Sprint.

		35		Nurses should start using Vocera more to contact pharmacy so that we don't have to stop what we are doing to answer their phone calls.

		36		PHARMACY NEEDS MORE VOCERAS SO THAT ALL STAFF CAN HAVE ONE TO COMMUNICATE

		37		no

		38		We need more Vocerra in my department

		39		VOCERA has alot of  issues which would make it not as useful as it should.

		40		NONE

		41		N/A

		42		I have 24 years of experience, I know what I am doing and what I need to complete the task of providing health care.  Daily people argue with me or simply get in my way instead of helping me.

		43		none

		44		don't like these courses

		45		Vocera is awesome!

		46		none

		47		team work

		48		I use the serum her prior duty station and it would be tremendously helpful in the clinic setting  at Iron horse as well.

		49		none

		50		Having the ablility to speake through this communication divice would increase the ability to answer questions or confirm orders for our patient population with out delay.  Thank you

		51		Expand throughout the entire organization





		Dept with HFCS/Vocera		Number of Responses

		Family Care Ward		7

		Pediatrics Clinic		2

		ED		3

		MBU		3

		L and D		4

		PAD		5

		Nutrition Care Div		1

		ICU		1

		OR		3

		Infection Control		3

		Inpatient BHU		3

		Lab		2

		Rad		10

		Inpatient Services		6

		Pharmacy		3

		Total		56

				Are you satisfied with current communication method

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral		No Response

		Number of Responses		16		10		19		10

				I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		22		23		11

				1-5 Time/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		Number of Staff		46		8		1		1

				1-15mins		16-30mins		31-45mins		46-60mins

		Number of Staff		40		9		5		3

				1-5 Times/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		Number of Responses		49		3		3		1

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day

		Number of Staff		42		8		6		0

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		34		9		13

				Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		35		12		8

				Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		16		21		17

				Able to contact other departments in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		19		19		18

				Able to communicate effective with other departments

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		17		22		17





		



Number of Responses

Department with HFCS/Vocera



		



Number of Staff

How many times per day do you go looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Staff

How much time do you spend per day looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Responses

I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Responses

How many times per day do you go looking for people outside of your unit



		



Number of Staff

How much time per day do you spend looking for people outside of your unit



		



Able to contact staff in a timely manner



		



Number of Responses

Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit



		



Number of Responses

Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging



		



Number of Responses

Able to contact other departments in a timely manner



		



Number of Responses

Able to communicate effectively with other departments



		



Number of Responses

Are you satisfied with current communication method



		Dept w/o HFCS/Vocera		Number of Responses

		Ironhorse		19

		OB/Gyn Clinic		4

		Mountain Post MH		11

		Robinson FMC		7

		Orthopedic Services		11

		BTSB		1

		Warrior		1

		Internal Medicine		7

		Premier		4

		ENT Clinic		1

		Total		66

				Are you satisfied with current communication method

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral		No Response

		Number of Responses		9		17		16		24

				I spend a lot of time around looking for staff

		Q4		Agree		Disagree		Neutral

				37		19		9

		Q5

				1-5 Time/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		Number of Responses		41		19		2		4

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day		91mins+

		Number of Responses		44		16		4		1		1

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		22		20		23

				Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		29		16		20

		Q6a		1-5 Times/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day		30 or more

				60		3		0		1		2

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day		91mins+

		Number of Responses		44		18		2		1		1

				Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		22		19		24

				Able to contact other departments in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		13		21		31

				Able to communicate effective with other departments

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		18		22		26





		



Number of Responses

Department w/o HFCS/Vocera



		



I spend a lot of time walking around 
looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Responses



		



Time Spent



		



Number of Responses

Able to contact staff in a timely manner (w/o HFCS/Vocera)



		



Outside of unit



		



Number of Responses

Time Spent



		





		



Number of Responses

Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit



		



Number of Responses

Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls afet Paging



		



Number of Responses

Able to contact other departments in a timely manner



		



Number of Responses

Able to communicate effectively with other departments



		



Are you satisfied with current communication method




Chart1

		Agree		Agree

		Disagree		Disagree

		Neutral		Neutral

		No Response		No Response



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Are you satisfied with current communication method

16

9

10

17

19

16

10

24



Combined

		Dept with HFCS/Vocera		Number of Responses

		Family Care Ward		7

		Pediatrics Clinic		2

		ED		3

		MBU		3

		L and D		4

		PAD		5

		Nutrition Care Div		1

		ICU		1

		OR		3

		Infection Control		3

		Inpatient BHU		3

		Lab		2

		Rad		10

		Inpatient Services		6

		Pharmacy		3

		Total		56

				Are you satisfied with current communication method

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral		No Response

		HFCS/Vocera		16		10		19		10

		No HFCS/Vocera		9		17		16		24

				I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		22		23		11

		No HFCS/Vocera		37		19		9

				I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff

				1-5 Time/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		HFCS/Vocera		46		8		1		1

		No HFCS/Vocera		41		19		2		4

				How much time do you spend per day looking for staff within the unit

				1-15mins		16-30mins		31-45mins		46-60mins		91mins+

		HFCS/Vocera		40		9		5		3

		No HFCS/Vocera		44		16		4		1		1

				1-5 Times/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day		30 or more

		HFCS/Vocera		49		3		3		1

		No HFCS/Vocera		60		3		0		1		2

				How much time per day do you spend looking for people outside of your unit

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day		91mins+

		HFCS/Vocera		42		8		6		0

		No HFCS/Vocera		44		18		2		1		1

				Able to contact staff in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		34		9		13

		No HFCS/Vocera		22		20		23

				Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		35		12		8

		No HFCS/Vocera		29		16		20

				Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		16		21		17

		No HFCS/Vocera		22		19		24

				Able to contact other departments in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		19		19		18

		No HFCS/Vocera		13		21		31

				Able to communicate effective with other departments

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		17		22		17

		No HFCS/Vocera		18		22		26





Combined

		



Number of Responses

Department with HFCS/Vocera



Q18

		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Are you satisfied with current communication method



Q19

		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff



With HFCS

		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How many times per day you go looking for staff within the unit



No HFCS

		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How much time do you spend per day looking for staff within the unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How many times do you spend per day looking for people outside of your unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How much time per day do you spend looking for people outside of your unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to contact staff in a timely manner



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to contac other departments in a timely manner



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to communicate effectively with other departments



		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey

		What is your biggest communication challenge on your job today?		What is your biggest communication challenge on your job today?		What is your biggest communication challenge on your job today?

		Answer Options		Answer Options		Response Count

						85

		answered question		85		85

		skipped question		39		39

		Number		Response Text

		1		The doctors do not have vocera. I feel we would all benefit from them having badges.

		2		n/a

		3		As the admin I have staff members co-located in two bldgs

		4		not everyone wears the vocera

		5		nobody answers the phone/vocera.
do not know persons entire name.

		6		Noise of equipment

		7		Reaching the ER.  They dont wear Vocera.  We wear ours, but we cant reach them on theirs.

		8		ED Dept being available on phone. At times, have to call 2-3 times before phone is answered.

		9		Finding the NCOIC

		10		Vocera asks for last name of staff....we don't know alot of staffs first names, let alone last names. Majority of our communication is with ED, and many times, staff is not wearing Vocera or it is turned off? Vocera does not work well for us.

		11		The Vocera badges aren't very effective, so I still have to walk around looking for people. The badges are user friendly but people feel that they have to yell for their device to hear them correctly, so that even if they are behind closed doors you can hear every word being said; therefore the actual phone is still necessary.

		12		you try to call and the person and it doesn't understand what you say or keeps asking what?

		13		N/A

		14		Implementation of new changes in staffing.  Is in constant flux.

		15		None

		16		learning names for the vocera, staff not using it because they dont know how to call

		17		Do not always know entire name of support staff or staff in other units, as well as the multitude different commands off the top of my head.  My patients cannot call me directly and the voceras do not always have connection throughout the entire hospital.

		18		The amount of time spent trying to contact someone and then waiting for reply

		19		1.  The House Supervisor or Bed Manager on Vocera is NEVER the actual HO/BM, and I always end up having to call the FCW or MAJ Magana to find out who it is.  When vocera says the person is not available and would I like to page them, I say "yes" and it pages the person but all I ever get is a busy signal for the past two months.  Two many steps when trying to reach the HO/BM to admit a patient. 
2  getting quick access to nursing in the outpatient family clinics to coordinate hospital admissions, lab values, orders, coordination of care; 
3.  knowing who actually has Vocera in the Hospital and clinics; It would be nice to have an online web page to visit to see who is actually logged-in in each department so if the person I'm looking for is not logged in, I can try someone else.
4.  people actually logging in to Vocera when they are on duty.

		20		Contacting civilian insurance companies

		21		Limited time to clearly communicate my concerns  to the radiologist regarding a specific patient due to time constraints.

		22		playing phone tag with other providers

		23		we have a tcon system in place but the staff would rather walk around which means the patients have to wait longer.  snow ball effect

		24		Phone Tag

		25		Effective communication with providers. Feel that many times despite the importance in the change of patient status the providers are irritated with nurses contacting them as they are busy with clinics or in the OR.

		26		speaking to providers between patients

		27		Global communication within the department; not peer-to-peer

		28		Not everyone logs into their vocera at the beginning of their shift.

		29		Wrong body parts being ordered for X-ray.

		30		Some Voceras that cut out or have static or recipient can't understand you or vice versa; doesn't understand your command request, cuts off after a time limit; not knowing a staff member's last name to call

		31		Multiple modes of communication, cell phones, pagers, vocera, many times I will be talking on all methods at once

		32		talking to provider to verify treatment trying to find co-workers to cover lunch breaks take over at end of shift get infor to their providers

		33		communicating with doctors. Some don't use vocera and there are only a few phones to page them to in the work area.

		34		We use vocera in our clinic and I LOVE it! Very easy to find other nurses and staff. It would be helpful to contact the doctors, but they are usually busy  with their patients/schedules.

		35		At times unable to find supervisor when she is at meetings or not in the clinic.

		36		n/a

		37		PHONE NO LISTINGS ON ROSTER WRONG & DR'S NO NOT LISTED

		38		finding providers as they don't have Vocera

		39		people communicating. lots of tools, but if noone uses the tools they are ineffective.

		40		Availability of staff to speak with them in a timely manner.  Issue is that they are consistently busy with patient care and I do not want to interrupt them.

		41		Providers not calling back or being able to reach them at all.

		42		Reaching staff in housekeeping or FMB in a timely manner when a problem exists

		43		reach providers

		44		Finding personnel when needed, or find myself interrupting them in a room with a patient.

		45		Communication and time management

		46		n/a

		47		finding staff

		48		getting a hold of the ER staff

		49		getting through all of the telephone consults fast enough

		50		Time for communication

		51		Finding co-workers who are in different areas. Once found there is no problem with communication.

		52		AWS - being told it is a staff members RDO and that I need to come back when they are working.  Why can't staff say they are not in today offer to assist and leave it at that.  I don't want to hear I can't be helped because of an AWS.

		53		information never makes it down to the workers from leadership

		54		finding chaperone

		55		Doctors not responding to pages.

		56		Vocera system does not work. Callers can not be heard and will not work out of range.

		57		VOCERA UNDERSTANDING PEOPLE WITH ACCENTS AND BEING ABLE TO LOG ON AS OTHER PEOPLE

		58		I don't have any

		59		The vocera does not work in the basement.  It also does not work if the person has a heavy accent and cant speak the name clearly.  It is not an asset in my opinion.

		60		Just trying to find and get a hold of my staff once they leave the work area.

		61		Trying to get a hold of someone, or simply just trying to find them in the hosptial.

		62		Finding Staff members when their treating patients.

		63		N/A

		64		surveys

		65		Communication with techs about location and readiness of patients to be seen

		66		NONE

		67		Since our clinic is outside the hospital it is sometimes difficult to reach other departments in a timely manner. RFMC is not large so it is not difficult to find employees unless they are in a room with a patient or performing other tasks.

		68		Communication flow

		69		N/A

		70		People don't listen to what I have to say

		71		Pt's do not take responsibility fot there healthcare/ do not seem to know what they need

		72		The size of the clinic and number of staff working makes it difficult to find the person you need when you need them.

		73		Finding people & waiting for them to call me back.

		74		wrong telephone numbers for all cna's & lpn's & no provider numbers

		75		Trying to call other clinics. The numbers are wrong or we don't get a live person.

		76		trying to find the staff

		77		Finding people I want to communicate with

		78		Looking for other people

		79		can not find the personnel and or they won't help due to the not there teams.   who cares all is patient care

		80		My biggest difficulty is contacting specialists for curbside consultations and for admissions.

		81		finding nearest RN

		82		Locating staff and Providers in a timely manner

		83		having to take away from Pt care to walk around the whole clinic looking for someone.

		84		Finding people

		85		Staff members not signing on to Vocera.  Unable to contact other administrators.





		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey

		Any additional comments or suggestions?		Any additional comments or suggestions?		Any additional comments or suggestions?

		Answer Options		Answer Options		Response Count

						51

		answered question		51		51

		skipped question		73		73

		Number		Response Text		Categories

		1		n/a

		2		have hosptialist sign in to vocera as hosptialist and not their actual name.  Have the surgeons wear vocera

		3		A directive was put out that all depts were required to utilize these devices.  However, this was a waste of money/recources for depts like the lab.  99% of the staff work in ONE enclosed room.  Vocera did nothing for the dept.  As for communication w other depts, after normal hours all phone calls are routed to one phone as there are only 3 employees on at any given time.  Again, vocera is ineffective during 2nd/3rd shift.

		4		Make everyone wear and actually use the vocera.  Its a good idea if everyone actually used them all the time.

		5		Track Active Duty better than they do.

		6		#6 don't go looking for people outside of our area....but this is about how much time and how long it takes to get in touch with people trying to contact by Vocera or phone. We don't have time to actually go look for people in other departments.

		7		Our badges were never set up to send or receive phone calls so I am not personally aware of this feature. Housekeepers aren't issued Vocera badges so there is no communication with housekeeping staff except for pagers.
  There should be a way to do "Emergency calls to specific personnel/section via a code word or phrase, so we don't get everyone and their brother as looky loos when all you need is a couple of minutes.

		8		one extra thing to hang around your neck!!!

		9		N/A

		10		At this time lack of adequate staff is more of an issue that communication.

		11		No

		12		this questionaire is like we dont have Vocera.  confusing to answer.  Yes we have it, how does it work.  no we dont, then ask the above questions.  not making sense.

		13		Allow patients to call nurses directly like what is available on other floors, default to call personnel by first name from your own unit first if possible?

		14		love Vocera!  it has it's limitations right now, but it has GREATLY decreased wasting my time trying to track people down, has made contact with nursing on the Ward or in the ER/Peds clinic so much quicker and easier and smooth.  I am very glad we are using these.  Much, much, much better than the old pager system for those in the hospital.  However, If I'm not going to be issued a Blackberry (which I could really use), then I need to keep my pager so pediatric specialists from Memorial and Denver children's can reach me quickly when consulting on my sick Inpatients or assisting to coordinate their care or transfer the patients because I'm hardly ever in my office and often on the move.  If I could have Blackberry it would be like taking my office with me everywhere I have to go in the hospital.

		15		no

		16		Questions 5 & 6 do not allow a "0" to be put in, but must be answered.  Not all clinics are in the drop down and you cannot free text your clinic in.

		17		don't use vocera

		18		Not sure if this is applicable to physical therapy, occupational therapy, and hiropractic since we were not considered in the list of units/depts.

		19		MSA or charge nurses should assign the room numbers into the staff's vocera.

		20		It is so frustrating that the Voceras often do not understand your command/request even when you ennunciate requests or names clearly. Very frustrating and a waste of time and delays communication when trying to get ahold of a certain individual. It would be nice to extend the talk time allotment because it will cut you off mid conversation with a coworker and then it takes time to try and get back in touch. Broaden the phrases used for common commands ie. "Play messages" and "Check messages".

		21		I would like to centralize our services around a Vocera Platform

		22		n/a

		23		The Transcription Dept should never have been placed inside of a growing business office where the often noisy environment of a business office directly conflicts with the quiet environment required by that of a transcription department.  Perhaps some type of retractable, noise- deadening walls could be installed in this very large room to better support the Transcription Department?

Please note I do not spend ANY time per day looking for staff inside or outside my department; your survey did not give a choice of "0" so I had to insert the minimum answer in order to be able to submit this survey.  Thank you.

		24		Vocera is not actually used to it's full potential, we do not use it to contact anyone, but to be available to other departments.

		25		The idea of the hands free communication is good. In reality it is not effective and I rather not have to deal with it. Not all staff has one so I  need to use the phone anyway, so why even bother. The cost of this system does not justify the use of it for me. Question 5: I filled in a number because I needed to, but in my unit I can get ahold of anybody I need to any time. So what was answered is not correct. A N/A should have been added also, because there not all applies to all the staff at all times. Thank you.

		26		a more direst way of contacting co workers is needed

		27		I would be most agreeable to trying this method of communication.

		28		Great improvment using Vocera in saving time searching for people

		29		n/a

		30		people need to actually use the system

		31		question 6 doesn't apply as I don't look for people outside of my area. 0 times and 0 min should have been an option also.

		32		none

		33		Pharmacy needs more Vocera badges to accomodate ALL inpatient staff

		34		It is odd how clinics are set up and offices can be in, near, or completely off the map to wear their clinical area is. It is very frustrating to trek all over when nearly every person in the hospital has a cell phone and text capabilites but are completely unable to use it as the ONLY carrier allowed tower access is Sprint.

		35		Nurses should start using Vocera more to contact pharmacy so that we don't have to stop what we are doing to answer their phone calls.

		36		PHARMACY NEEDS MORE VOCERAS SO THAT ALL STAFF CAN HAVE ONE TO COMMUNICATE

		37		no

		38		We need more Vocerra in my department

		39		VOCERA has alot of  issues which would make it not as useful as it should.

		40		NONE

		41		N/A

		42		I have 24 years of experience, I know what I am doing and what I need to complete the task of providing health care.  Daily people argue with me or simply get in my way instead of helping me.

		43		none

		44		don't like these courses

		45		Vocera is awesome!

		46		none

		47		team work

		48		I use the serum her prior duty station and it would be tremendously helpful in the clinic setting  at Iron horse as well.

		49		none

		50		Having the ablility to speake through this communication divice would increase the ability to answer questions or confirm orders for our patient population with out delay.  Thank you

		51		Expand throughout the entire organization





		Dept with HFCS/Vocera		Number of Responses

		Family Care Ward		7

		Pediatrics Clinic		2

		ED		3

		MBU		3

		L and D		4

		PAD		5

		Nutrition Care Div		1

		ICU		1

		OR		3

		Infection Control		3

		Inpatient BHU		3

		Lab		2

		Rad		10

		Inpatient Services		6

		Pharmacy		3

		Total		56

				Are you satisfied with current communication method

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral		No Response

		Number of Responses		16		10		19		10

				I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		22		23		11

				1-5 Time/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		Number of Staff		46		8		1		1

				1-15mins		16-30mins		31-45mins		46-60mins

		Number of Staff		40		9		5		3

				1-5 Times/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		Number of Responses		49		3		3		1

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day

		Number of Staff		42		8		6		0

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		34		9		13

				Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		35		12		8

				Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		16		21		17

				Able to contact other departments in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		19		19		18

				Able to communicate effective with other departments

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		17		22		17





		



Number of Responses

Department with HFCS/Vocera



		



Number of Staff

How many times per day do you go looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Staff

How much time do you spend per day looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Responses

I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Responses

How many times per day do you go looking for people outside of your unit



		



Number of Staff

How much time per day do you spend looking for people outside of your unit



		



Able to contact staff in a timely manner



		



Number of Responses

Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit



		



Number of Responses

Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging



		



Number of Responses

Able to contact other departments in a timely manner



		



Number of Responses

Able to communicate effectively with other departments



		



Number of Responses

Are you satisfied with current communication method



		Dept w/o HFCS/Vocera		Number of Responses

		Ironhorse		19

		OB/Gyn Clinic		4

		Mountain Post MH		11

		Robinson FMC		7

		Orthopedic Services		11

		BTSB		1

		Warrior		1

		Internal Medicine		7

		Premier		4

		ENT Clinic		1

		Total		66

				Are you satisfied with current communication method

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral		No Response

		Number of Responses		9		17		16		24

				I spend a lot of time around looking for staff

		Q4		Agree		Disagree		Neutral

				37		19		9

		Q5

				1-5 Time/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		Number of Responses		41		19		2		4

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day		91mins+

		Number of Responses		44		16		4		1		1

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		22		20		23

				Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		29		16		20

		Q6a		1-5 Times/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day		30 or more

				60		3		0		1		2

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day		91mins+

		Number of Responses		44		18		2		1		1

				Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		22		19		24

				Able to contact other departments in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		13		21		31

				Able to communicate effective with other departments

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		18		22		26





		



Number of Responses

Department w/o HFCS/Vocera



		



I spend a lot of time walking around 
looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Responses



		



Time Spent



		



Number of Responses

Able to contact staff in a timely manner (w/o HFCS/Vocera)



		



Outside of unit



		



Number of Responses

Time Spent



		





		



Number of Responses

Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit



		



Number of Responses

Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls afet Paging



		



Number of Responses

Able to contact other departments in a timely manner



		



Number of Responses

Able to communicate effectively with other departments



		



Are you satisfied with current communication method





*With a Hands Free Communication System, it is clear 
that you spend less time looking for people.* 

Staff Satisfaction Survey 
2 of 2 

 


Chart1

		1-15mins/day		1-15mins/day

		16-30mins/day		16-30mins/day

		31-45mins/day		31-45mins/day

		46-60mins/day		46-60mins/day

		91mins+		91mins+



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How much time per day do you spend looking for people outside of your unit

42

44

8

18

6

2

0

1

1



Combined

		Dept with HFCS/Vocera		Number of Responses

		Family Care Ward		7

		Pediatrics Clinic		2

		ED		3

		MBU		3

		L and D		4

		PAD		5

		Nutrition Care Div		1

		ICU		1

		OR		3

		Infection Control		3

		Inpatient BHU		3

		Lab		2

		Rad		10

		Inpatient Services		6

		Pharmacy		3

		Total		56

				Are you satisfied with current communication method

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral		No Response

		HFCS/Vocera		16		10		19		10

		No HFCS/Vocera		9		17		16		24

				I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		22		23		11

		No HFCS/Vocera		37		19		9

				I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff

				1-5 Time/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		HFCS/Vocera		46		8		1		1

		No HFCS/Vocera		41		19		2		4

				How much time do you spend per day looking for staff within the unit

				1-15mins		16-30mins		31-45mins		46-60mins		91mins+

		HFCS/Vocera		40		9		5		3

		No HFCS/Vocera		44		16		4		1		1

				1-5 Times/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day		30 or more

		HFCS/Vocera		49		3		3		1

		No HFCS/Vocera		60		3		0		1		2

				How much time per day do you spend looking for people outside of your unit

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day		91mins+

		HFCS/Vocera		42		8		6		0

		No HFCS/Vocera		44		18		2		1		1

				Able to contact staff in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		34		9		13

		No HFCS/Vocera		22		20		23

				Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		35		12		8

		No HFCS/Vocera		29		16		20

				Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		16		21		17

		No HFCS/Vocera		22		19		24

				Able to contact other departments in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		19		19		18

		No HFCS/Vocera		13		21		31

				Able to communicate effective with other departments

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		17		22		17

		No HFCS/Vocera		18		22		26





Combined

		



Number of Responses

Department with HFCS/Vocera



Q18

		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Are you satisfied with current communication method



Q19

		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff



With HFCS

		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How many times per day you go looking for staff within the unit



No HFCS

		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How much time do you spend per day looking for staff within the unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How many times do you spend per day looking for people outside of your unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How much time per day do you spend looking for people outside of your unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to contact staff in a timely manner



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to contac other departments in a timely manner



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to communicate effectively with other departments



		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey

		What is your biggest communication challenge on your job today?		What is your biggest communication challenge on your job today?		What is your biggest communication challenge on your job today?

		Answer Options		Answer Options		Response Count

						85

		answered question		85		85

		skipped question		39		39

		Number		Response Text

		1		The doctors do not have vocera. I feel we would all benefit from them having badges.

		2		n/a

		3		As the admin I have staff members co-located in two bldgs

		4		not everyone wears the vocera

		5		nobody answers the phone/vocera.
do not know persons entire name.

		6		Noise of equipment

		7		Reaching the ER.  They dont wear Vocera.  We wear ours, but we cant reach them on theirs.

		8		ED Dept being available on phone. At times, have to call 2-3 times before phone is answered.

		9		Finding the NCOIC

		10		Vocera asks for last name of staff....we don't know alot of staffs first names, let alone last names. Majority of our communication is with ED, and many times, staff is not wearing Vocera or it is turned off? Vocera does not work well for us.

		11		The Vocera badges aren't very effective, so I still have to walk around looking for people. The badges are user friendly but people feel that they have to yell for their device to hear them correctly, so that even if they are behind closed doors you can hear every word being said; therefore the actual phone is still necessary.

		12		you try to call and the person and it doesn't understand what you say or keeps asking what?

		13		N/A

		14		Implementation of new changes in staffing.  Is in constant flux.

		15		None

		16		learning names for the vocera, staff not using it because they dont know how to call

		17		Do not always know entire name of support staff or staff in other units, as well as the multitude different commands off the top of my head.  My patients cannot call me directly and the voceras do not always have connection throughout the entire hospital.

		18		The amount of time spent trying to contact someone and then waiting for reply

		19		1.  The House Supervisor or Bed Manager on Vocera is NEVER the actual HO/BM, and I always end up having to call the FCW or MAJ Magana to find out who it is.  When vocera says the person is not available and would I like to page them, I say "yes" and it pages the person but all I ever get is a busy signal for the past two months.  Two many steps when trying to reach the HO/BM to admit a patient. 
2  getting quick access to nursing in the outpatient family clinics to coordinate hospital admissions, lab values, orders, coordination of care; 
3.  knowing who actually has Vocera in the Hospital and clinics; It would be nice to have an online web page to visit to see who is actually logged-in in each department so if the person I'm looking for is not logged in, I can try someone else.
4.  people actually logging in to Vocera when they are on duty.

		20		Contacting civilian insurance companies

		21		Limited time to clearly communicate my concerns  to the radiologist regarding a specific patient due to time constraints.

		22		playing phone tag with other providers

		23		we have a tcon system in place but the staff would rather walk around which means the patients have to wait longer.  snow ball effect

		24		Phone Tag

		25		Effective communication with providers. Feel that many times despite the importance in the change of patient status the providers are irritated with nurses contacting them as they are busy with clinics or in the OR.

		26		speaking to providers between patients

		27		Global communication within the department; not peer-to-peer

		28		Not everyone logs into their vocera at the beginning of their shift.

		29		Wrong body parts being ordered for X-ray.

		30		Some Voceras that cut out or have static or recipient can't understand you or vice versa; doesn't understand your command request, cuts off after a time limit; not knowing a staff member's last name to call

		31		Multiple modes of communication, cell phones, pagers, vocera, many times I will be talking on all methods at once

		32		talking to provider to verify treatment trying to find co-workers to cover lunch breaks take over at end of shift get infor to their providers

		33		communicating with doctors. Some don't use vocera and there are only a few phones to page them to in the work area.

		34		We use vocera in our clinic and I LOVE it! Very easy to find other nurses and staff. It would be helpful to contact the doctors, but they are usually busy  with their patients/schedules.

		35		At times unable to find supervisor when she is at meetings or not in the clinic.

		36		n/a

		37		PHONE NO LISTINGS ON ROSTER WRONG & DR'S NO NOT LISTED

		38		finding providers as they don't have Vocera

		39		people communicating. lots of tools, but if noone uses the tools they are ineffective.

		40		Availability of staff to speak with them in a timely manner.  Issue is that they are consistently busy with patient care and I do not want to interrupt them.

		41		Providers not calling back or being able to reach them at all.

		42		Reaching staff in housekeeping or FMB in a timely manner when a problem exists

		43		reach providers

		44		Finding personnel when needed, or find myself interrupting them in a room with a patient.

		45		Communication and time management

		46		n/a

		47		finding staff

		48		getting a hold of the ER staff

		49		getting through all of the telephone consults fast enough

		50		Time for communication

		51		Finding co-workers who are in different areas. Once found there is no problem with communication.

		52		AWS - being told it is a staff members RDO and that I need to come back when they are working.  Why can't staff say they are not in today offer to assist and leave it at that.  I don't want to hear I can't be helped because of an AWS.

		53		information never makes it down to the workers from leadership

		54		finding chaperone

		55		Doctors not responding to pages.

		56		Vocera system does not work. Callers can not be heard and will not work out of range.

		57		VOCERA UNDERSTANDING PEOPLE WITH ACCENTS AND BEING ABLE TO LOG ON AS OTHER PEOPLE

		58		I don't have any

		59		The vocera does not work in the basement.  It also does not work if the person has a heavy accent and cant speak the name clearly.  It is not an asset in my opinion.

		60		Just trying to find and get a hold of my staff once they leave the work area.

		61		Trying to get a hold of someone, or simply just trying to find them in the hosptial.

		62		Finding Staff members when their treating patients.

		63		N/A

		64		surveys

		65		Communication with techs about location and readiness of patients to be seen

		66		NONE

		67		Since our clinic is outside the hospital it is sometimes difficult to reach other departments in a timely manner. RFMC is not large so it is not difficult to find employees unless they are in a room with a patient or performing other tasks.

		68		Communication flow

		69		N/A

		70		People don't listen to what I have to say

		71		Pt's do not take responsibility fot there healthcare/ do not seem to know what they need

		72		The size of the clinic and number of staff working makes it difficult to find the person you need when you need them.

		73		Finding people & waiting for them to call me back.

		74		wrong telephone numbers for all cna's & lpn's & no provider numbers

		75		Trying to call other clinics. The numbers are wrong or we don't get a live person.

		76		trying to find the staff

		77		Finding people I want to communicate with

		78		Looking for other people

		79		can not find the personnel and or they won't help due to the not there teams.   who cares all is patient care

		80		My biggest difficulty is contacting specialists for curbside consultations and for admissions.

		81		finding nearest RN

		82		Locating staff and Providers in a timely manner

		83		having to take away from Pt care to walk around the whole clinic looking for someone.

		84		Finding people

		85		Staff members not signing on to Vocera.  Unable to contact other administrators.





		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey

		Any additional comments or suggestions?		Any additional comments or suggestions?		Any additional comments or suggestions?

		Answer Options		Answer Options		Response Count

						51

		answered question		51		51

		skipped question		73		73

		Number		Response Text		Categories

		1		n/a

		2		have hosptialist sign in to vocera as hosptialist and not their actual name.  Have the surgeons wear vocera

		3		A directive was put out that all depts were required to utilize these devices.  However, this was a waste of money/recources for depts like the lab.  99% of the staff work in ONE enclosed room.  Vocera did nothing for the dept.  As for communication w other depts, after normal hours all phone calls are routed to one phone as there are only 3 employees on at any given time.  Again, vocera is ineffective during 2nd/3rd shift.

		4		Make everyone wear and actually use the vocera.  Its a good idea if everyone actually used them all the time.

		5		Track Active Duty better than they do.

		6		#6 don't go looking for people outside of our area....but this is about how much time and how long it takes to get in touch with people trying to contact by Vocera or phone. We don't have time to actually go look for people in other departments.

		7		Our badges were never set up to send or receive phone calls so I am not personally aware of this feature. Housekeepers aren't issued Vocera badges so there is no communication with housekeeping staff except for pagers.
  There should be a way to do "Emergency calls to specific personnel/section via a code word or phrase, so we don't get everyone and their brother as looky loos when all you need is a couple of minutes.

		8		one extra thing to hang around your neck!!!

		9		N/A

		10		At this time lack of adequate staff is more of an issue that communication.

		11		No

		12		this questionaire is like we dont have Vocera.  confusing to answer.  Yes we have it, how does it work.  no we dont, then ask the above questions.  not making sense.

		13		Allow patients to call nurses directly like what is available on other floors, default to call personnel by first name from your own unit first if possible?

		14		love Vocera!  it has it's limitations right now, but it has GREATLY decreased wasting my time trying to track people down, has made contact with nursing on the Ward or in the ER/Peds clinic so much quicker and easier and smooth.  I am very glad we are using these.  Much, much, much better than the old pager system for those in the hospital.  However, If I'm not going to be issued a Blackberry (which I could really use), then I need to keep my pager so pediatric specialists from Memorial and Denver children's can reach me quickly when consulting on my sick Inpatients or assisting to coordinate their care or transfer the patients because I'm hardly ever in my office and often on the move.  If I could have Blackberry it would be like taking my office with me everywhere I have to go in the hospital.

		15		no

		16		Questions 5 & 6 do not allow a "0" to be put in, but must be answered.  Not all clinics are in the drop down and you cannot free text your clinic in.

		17		don't use vocera

		18		Not sure if this is applicable to physical therapy, occupational therapy, and hiropractic since we were not considered in the list of units/depts.

		19		MSA or charge nurses should assign the room numbers into the staff's vocera.

		20		It is so frustrating that the Voceras often do not understand your command/request even when you ennunciate requests or names clearly. Very frustrating and a waste of time and delays communication when trying to get ahold of a certain individual. It would be nice to extend the talk time allotment because it will cut you off mid conversation with a coworker and then it takes time to try and get back in touch. Broaden the phrases used for common commands ie. "Play messages" and "Check messages".

		21		I would like to centralize our services around a Vocera Platform

		22		n/a

		23		The Transcription Dept should never have been placed inside of a growing business office where the often noisy environment of a business office directly conflicts with the quiet environment required by that of a transcription department.  Perhaps some type of retractable, noise- deadening walls could be installed in this very large room to better support the Transcription Department?

Please note I do not spend ANY time per day looking for staff inside or outside my department; your survey did not give a choice of "0" so I had to insert the minimum answer in order to be able to submit this survey.  Thank you.

		24		Vocera is not actually used to it's full potential, we do not use it to contact anyone, but to be available to other departments.

		25		The idea of the hands free communication is good. In reality it is not effective and I rather not have to deal with it. Not all staff has one so I  need to use the phone anyway, so why even bother. The cost of this system does not justify the use of it for me. Question 5: I filled in a number because I needed to, but in my unit I can get ahold of anybody I need to any time. So what was answered is not correct. A N/A should have been added also, because there not all applies to all the staff at all times. Thank you.

		26		a more direst way of contacting co workers is needed

		27		I would be most agreeable to trying this method of communication.

		28		Great improvment using Vocera in saving time searching for people

		29		n/a

		30		people need to actually use the system

		31		question 6 doesn't apply as I don't look for people outside of my area. 0 times and 0 min should have been an option also.

		32		none

		33		Pharmacy needs more Vocera badges to accomodate ALL inpatient staff

		34		It is odd how clinics are set up and offices can be in, near, or completely off the map to wear their clinical area is. It is very frustrating to trek all over when nearly every person in the hospital has a cell phone and text capabilites but are completely unable to use it as the ONLY carrier allowed tower access is Sprint.

		35		Nurses should start using Vocera more to contact pharmacy so that we don't have to stop what we are doing to answer their phone calls.

		36		PHARMACY NEEDS MORE VOCERAS SO THAT ALL STAFF CAN HAVE ONE TO COMMUNICATE

		37		no

		38		We need more Vocerra in my department

		39		VOCERA has alot of  issues which would make it not as useful as it should.

		40		NONE

		41		N/A

		42		I have 24 years of experience, I know what I am doing and what I need to complete the task of providing health care.  Daily people argue with me or simply get in my way instead of helping me.

		43		none

		44		don't like these courses

		45		Vocera is awesome!

		46		none

		47		team work

		48		I use the serum her prior duty station and it would be tremendously helpful in the clinic setting  at Iron horse as well.

		49		none

		50		Having the ablility to speake through this communication divice would increase the ability to answer questions or confirm orders for our patient population with out delay.  Thank you

		51		Expand throughout the entire organization





		Dept with HFCS/Vocera		Number of Responses

		Family Care Ward		7

		Pediatrics Clinic		2

		ED		3

		MBU		3

		L and D		4

		PAD		5

		Nutrition Care Div		1

		ICU		1

		OR		3

		Infection Control		3

		Inpatient BHU		3

		Lab		2

		Rad		10

		Inpatient Services		6

		Pharmacy		3

		Total		56

				Are you satisfied with current communication method

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral		No Response

		Number of Responses		16		10		19		10

				I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		22		23		11

				1-5 Time/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		Number of Staff		46		8		1		1

				1-15mins		16-30mins		31-45mins		46-60mins

		Number of Staff		40		9		5		3

				1-5 Times/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		Number of Responses		49		3		3		1

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day

		Number of Staff		42		8		6		0

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		34		9		13

				Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		35		12		8

				Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		16		21		17

				Able to contact other departments in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		19		19		18

				Able to communicate effective with other departments

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		17		22		17





		



Number of Responses

Department with HFCS/Vocera



		



Number of Staff

How many times per day do you go looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Staff

How much time do you spend per day looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Responses

I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Responses

How many times per day do you go looking for people outside of your unit



		



Number of Staff

How much time per day do you spend looking for people outside of your unit



		



Able to contact staff in a timely manner



		



Number of Responses

Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit



		



Number of Responses

Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging



		



Number of Responses

Able to contact other departments in a timely manner



		



Number of Responses

Able to communicate effectively with other departments



		



Number of Responses

Are you satisfied with current communication method



		Dept w/o HFCS/Vocera		Number of Responses

		Ironhorse		19

		OB/Gyn Clinic		4

		Mountain Post MH		11

		Robinson FMC		7

		Orthopedic Services		11

		BTSB		1

		Warrior		1

		Internal Medicine		7

		Premier		4

		ENT Clinic		1

		Total		66

				Are you satisfied with current communication method

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral		No Response

		Number of Responses		9		17		16		24

				I spend a lot of time around looking for staff

		Q4		Agree		Disagree		Neutral

				37		19		9

		Q5

				1-5 Time/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		Number of Responses		41		19		2		4

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day		91mins+

		Number of Responses		44		16		4		1		1

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		22		20		23

				Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		29		16		20

		Q6a		1-5 Times/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day		30 or more

				60		3		0		1		2

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day		91mins+

		Number of Responses		44		18		2		1		1

				Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		22		19		24

				Able to contact other departments in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		13		21		31

				Able to communicate effective with other departments

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		18		22		26





		



Number of Responses

Department w/o HFCS/Vocera



		



I spend a lot of time walking around 
looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Responses



		



Time Spent



		



Number of Responses

Able to contact staff in a timely manner (w/o HFCS/Vocera)



		



Outside of unit



		



Number of Responses

Time Spent



		





		



Number of Responses

Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit



		



Number of Responses

Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls afet Paging



		



Number of Responses

Able to contact other departments in a timely manner



		



Number of Responses

Able to communicate effectively with other departments



		



Are you satisfied with current communication method




Chart1

		1-5 Times/Day		1-5 Times/Day

		6-10 Times/Day		6-10 Times/Day

		11-15 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day

		16-20 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		30 or more		30 or more



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How many times do you spend per day looking for people outside of your unit

49

60

3

3

3

0

1

1

2



Combined

		Dept with HFCS/Vocera		Number of Responses

		Family Care Ward		7

		Pediatrics Clinic		2

		ED		3

		MBU		3

		L and D		4

		PAD		5

		Nutrition Care Div		1

		ICU		1

		OR		3

		Infection Control		3

		Inpatient BHU		3

		Lab		2

		Rad		10

		Inpatient Services		6

		Pharmacy		3

		Total		56

				Are you satisfied with current communication method

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral		No Response

		HFCS/Vocera		16		10		19		10

		No HFCS/Vocera		9		17		16		24

				I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		22		23		11

		No HFCS/Vocera		37		19		9

				I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff

				1-5 Time/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		HFCS/Vocera		46		8		1		1

		No HFCS/Vocera		41		19		2		4

				How much time do you spend per day looking for staff within the unit

				1-15mins		16-30mins		31-45mins		46-60mins		91mins+

		HFCS/Vocera		40		9		5		3

		No HFCS/Vocera		44		16		4		1		1

				1-5 Times/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day		30 or more

		HFCS/Vocera		49		3		3		1

		No HFCS/Vocera		60		3		0		1		2

				How much time per day do you spend looking for people outside of your unit

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day		91mins+

		HFCS/Vocera		42		8		6		0

		No HFCS/Vocera		44		18		2		1		1

				Able to contact staff in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		34		9		13

		No HFCS/Vocera		22		20		23

				Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		35		12		8

		No HFCS/Vocera		29		16		20

				Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		16		21		17

		No HFCS/Vocera		22		19		24

				Able to contact other departments in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		19		19		18

		No HFCS/Vocera		13		21		31

				Able to communicate effective with other departments

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		17		22		17

		No HFCS/Vocera		18		22		26





Combined

		



Number of Responses

Department with HFCS/Vocera



Q18

		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Are you satisfied with current communication method



Q19

		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff



With HFCS

		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How many times per day you go looking for staff within the unit



No HFCS

		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How much time do you spend per day looking for staff within the unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How many times do you spend per day looking for people outside of your unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How much time per day do you spend looking for people outside of your unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to contact staff in a timely manner



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to contac other departments in a timely manner



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to communicate effectively with other departments



		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey

		What is your biggest communication challenge on your job today?		What is your biggest communication challenge on your job today?		What is your biggest communication challenge on your job today?

		Answer Options		Answer Options		Response Count

						85

		answered question		85		85

		skipped question		39		39

		Number		Response Text

		1		The doctors do not have vocera. I feel we would all benefit from them having badges.

		2		n/a

		3		As the admin I have staff members co-located in two bldgs

		4		not everyone wears the vocera

		5		nobody answers the phone/vocera.
do not know persons entire name.

		6		Noise of equipment

		7		Reaching the ER.  They dont wear Vocera.  We wear ours, but we cant reach them on theirs.

		8		ED Dept being available on phone. At times, have to call 2-3 times before phone is answered.

		9		Finding the NCOIC

		10		Vocera asks for last name of staff....we don't know alot of staffs first names, let alone last names. Majority of our communication is with ED, and many times, staff is not wearing Vocera or it is turned off? Vocera does not work well for us.

		11		The Vocera badges aren't very effective, so I still have to walk around looking for people. The badges are user friendly but people feel that they have to yell for their device to hear them correctly, so that even if they are behind closed doors you can hear every word being said; therefore the actual phone is still necessary.

		12		you try to call and the person and it doesn't understand what you say or keeps asking what?

		13		N/A

		14		Implementation of new changes in staffing.  Is in constant flux.

		15		None

		16		learning names for the vocera, staff not using it because they dont know how to call

		17		Do not always know entire name of support staff or staff in other units, as well as the multitude different commands off the top of my head.  My patients cannot call me directly and the voceras do not always have connection throughout the entire hospital.

		18		The amount of time spent trying to contact someone and then waiting for reply

		19		1.  The House Supervisor or Bed Manager on Vocera is NEVER the actual HO/BM, and I always end up having to call the FCW or MAJ Magana to find out who it is.  When vocera says the person is not available and would I like to page them, I say "yes" and it pages the person but all I ever get is a busy signal for the past two months.  Two many steps when trying to reach the HO/BM to admit a patient. 
2  getting quick access to nursing in the outpatient family clinics to coordinate hospital admissions, lab values, orders, coordination of care; 
3.  knowing who actually has Vocera in the Hospital and clinics; It would be nice to have an online web page to visit to see who is actually logged-in in each department so if the person I'm looking for is not logged in, I can try someone else.
4.  people actually logging in to Vocera when they are on duty.

		20		Contacting civilian insurance companies

		21		Limited time to clearly communicate my concerns  to the radiologist regarding a specific patient due to time constraints.

		22		playing phone tag with other providers

		23		we have a tcon system in place but the staff would rather walk around which means the patients have to wait longer.  snow ball effect

		24		Phone Tag

		25		Effective communication with providers. Feel that many times despite the importance in the change of patient status the providers are irritated with nurses contacting them as they are busy with clinics or in the OR.

		26		speaking to providers between patients

		27		Global communication within the department; not peer-to-peer

		28		Not everyone logs into their vocera at the beginning of their shift.

		29		Wrong body parts being ordered for X-ray.

		30		Some Voceras that cut out or have static or recipient can't understand you or vice versa; doesn't understand your command request, cuts off after a time limit; not knowing a staff member's last name to call

		31		Multiple modes of communication, cell phones, pagers, vocera, many times I will be talking on all methods at once

		32		talking to provider to verify treatment trying to find co-workers to cover lunch breaks take over at end of shift get infor to their providers

		33		communicating with doctors. Some don't use vocera and there are only a few phones to page them to in the work area.

		34		We use vocera in our clinic and I LOVE it! Very easy to find other nurses and staff. It would be helpful to contact the doctors, but they are usually busy  with their patients/schedules.

		35		At times unable to find supervisor when she is at meetings or not in the clinic.

		36		n/a

		37		PHONE NO LISTINGS ON ROSTER WRONG & DR'S NO NOT LISTED

		38		finding providers as they don't have Vocera

		39		people communicating. lots of tools, but if noone uses the tools they are ineffective.

		40		Availability of staff to speak with them in a timely manner.  Issue is that they are consistently busy with patient care and I do not want to interrupt them.

		41		Providers not calling back or being able to reach them at all.

		42		Reaching staff in housekeeping or FMB in a timely manner when a problem exists

		43		reach providers

		44		Finding personnel when needed, or find myself interrupting them in a room with a patient.

		45		Communication and time management

		46		n/a

		47		finding staff

		48		getting a hold of the ER staff

		49		getting through all of the telephone consults fast enough

		50		Time for communication

		51		Finding co-workers who are in different areas. Once found there is no problem with communication.

		52		AWS - being told it is a staff members RDO and that I need to come back when they are working.  Why can't staff say they are not in today offer to assist and leave it at that.  I don't want to hear I can't be helped because of an AWS.

		53		information never makes it down to the workers from leadership

		54		finding chaperone

		55		Doctors not responding to pages.

		56		Vocera system does not work. Callers can not be heard and will not work out of range.

		57		VOCERA UNDERSTANDING PEOPLE WITH ACCENTS AND BEING ABLE TO LOG ON AS OTHER PEOPLE

		58		I don't have any

		59		The vocera does not work in the basement.  It also does not work if the person has a heavy accent and cant speak the name clearly.  It is not an asset in my opinion.

		60		Just trying to find and get a hold of my staff once they leave the work area.

		61		Trying to get a hold of someone, or simply just trying to find them in the hosptial.

		62		Finding Staff members when their treating patients.

		63		N/A

		64		surveys

		65		Communication with techs about location and readiness of patients to be seen

		66		NONE

		67		Since our clinic is outside the hospital it is sometimes difficult to reach other departments in a timely manner. RFMC is not large so it is not difficult to find employees unless they are in a room with a patient or performing other tasks.

		68		Communication flow

		69		N/A

		70		People don't listen to what I have to say

		71		Pt's do not take responsibility fot there healthcare/ do not seem to know what they need

		72		The size of the clinic and number of staff working makes it difficult to find the person you need when you need them.

		73		Finding people & waiting for them to call me back.

		74		wrong telephone numbers for all cna's & lpn's & no provider numbers

		75		Trying to call other clinics. The numbers are wrong or we don't get a live person.

		76		trying to find the staff

		77		Finding people I want to communicate with

		78		Looking for other people

		79		can not find the personnel and or they won't help due to the not there teams.   who cares all is patient care

		80		My biggest difficulty is contacting specialists for curbside consultations and for admissions.

		81		finding nearest RN

		82		Locating staff and Providers in a timely manner

		83		having to take away from Pt care to walk around the whole clinic looking for someone.

		84		Finding people

		85		Staff members not signing on to Vocera.  Unable to contact other administrators.





		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey

		Any additional comments or suggestions?		Any additional comments or suggestions?		Any additional comments or suggestions?

		Answer Options		Answer Options		Response Count

						51

		answered question		51		51

		skipped question		73		73

		Number		Response Text		Categories

		1		n/a

		2		have hosptialist sign in to vocera as hosptialist and not their actual name.  Have the surgeons wear vocera

		3		A directive was put out that all depts were required to utilize these devices.  However, this was a waste of money/recources for depts like the lab.  99% of the staff work in ONE enclosed room.  Vocera did nothing for the dept.  As for communication w other depts, after normal hours all phone calls are routed to one phone as there are only 3 employees on at any given time.  Again, vocera is ineffective during 2nd/3rd shift.

		4		Make everyone wear and actually use the vocera.  Its a good idea if everyone actually used them all the time.

		5		Track Active Duty better than they do.

		6		#6 don't go looking for people outside of our area....but this is about how much time and how long it takes to get in touch with people trying to contact by Vocera or phone. We don't have time to actually go look for people in other departments.

		7		Our badges were never set up to send or receive phone calls so I am not personally aware of this feature. Housekeepers aren't issued Vocera badges so there is no communication with housekeeping staff except for pagers.
  There should be a way to do "Emergency calls to specific personnel/section via a code word or phrase, so we don't get everyone and their brother as looky loos when all you need is a couple of minutes.

		8		one extra thing to hang around your neck!!!

		9		N/A

		10		At this time lack of adequate staff is more of an issue that communication.

		11		No

		12		this questionaire is like we dont have Vocera.  confusing to answer.  Yes we have it, how does it work.  no we dont, then ask the above questions.  not making sense.

		13		Allow patients to call nurses directly like what is available on other floors, default to call personnel by first name from your own unit first if possible?

		14		love Vocera!  it has it's limitations right now, but it has GREATLY decreased wasting my time trying to track people down, has made contact with nursing on the Ward or in the ER/Peds clinic so much quicker and easier and smooth.  I am very glad we are using these.  Much, much, much better than the old pager system for those in the hospital.  However, If I'm not going to be issued a Blackberry (which I could really use), then I need to keep my pager so pediatric specialists from Memorial and Denver children's can reach me quickly when consulting on my sick Inpatients or assisting to coordinate their care or transfer the patients because I'm hardly ever in my office and often on the move.  If I could have Blackberry it would be like taking my office with me everywhere I have to go in the hospital.

		15		no

		16		Questions 5 & 6 do not allow a "0" to be put in, but must be answered.  Not all clinics are in the drop down and you cannot free text your clinic in.

		17		don't use vocera

		18		Not sure if this is applicable to physical therapy, occupational therapy, and hiropractic since we were not considered in the list of units/depts.

		19		MSA or charge nurses should assign the room numbers into the staff's vocera.

		20		It is so frustrating that the Voceras often do not understand your command/request even when you ennunciate requests or names clearly. Very frustrating and a waste of time and delays communication when trying to get ahold of a certain individual. It would be nice to extend the talk time allotment because it will cut you off mid conversation with a coworker and then it takes time to try and get back in touch. Broaden the phrases used for common commands ie. "Play messages" and "Check messages".

		21		I would like to centralize our services around a Vocera Platform

		22		n/a

		23		The Transcription Dept should never have been placed inside of a growing business office where the often noisy environment of a business office directly conflicts with the quiet environment required by that of a transcription department.  Perhaps some type of retractable, noise- deadening walls could be installed in this very large room to better support the Transcription Department?

Please note I do not spend ANY time per day looking for staff inside or outside my department; your survey did not give a choice of "0" so I had to insert the minimum answer in order to be able to submit this survey.  Thank you.

		24		Vocera is not actually used to it's full potential, we do not use it to contact anyone, but to be available to other departments.

		25		The idea of the hands free communication is good. In reality it is not effective and I rather not have to deal with it. Not all staff has one so I  need to use the phone anyway, so why even bother. The cost of this system does not justify the use of it for me. Question 5: I filled in a number because I needed to, but in my unit I can get ahold of anybody I need to any time. So what was answered is not correct. A N/A should have been added also, because there not all applies to all the staff at all times. Thank you.

		26		a more direst way of contacting co workers is needed

		27		I would be most agreeable to trying this method of communication.

		28		Great improvment using Vocera in saving time searching for people

		29		n/a

		30		people need to actually use the system

		31		question 6 doesn't apply as I don't look for people outside of my area. 0 times and 0 min should have been an option also.

		32		none

		33		Pharmacy needs more Vocera badges to accomodate ALL inpatient staff

		34		It is odd how clinics are set up and offices can be in, near, or completely off the map to wear their clinical area is. It is very frustrating to trek all over when nearly every person in the hospital has a cell phone and text capabilites but are completely unable to use it as the ONLY carrier allowed tower access is Sprint.

		35		Nurses should start using Vocera more to contact pharmacy so that we don't have to stop what we are doing to answer their phone calls.

		36		PHARMACY NEEDS MORE VOCERAS SO THAT ALL STAFF CAN HAVE ONE TO COMMUNICATE

		37		no

		38		We need more Vocerra in my department

		39		VOCERA has alot of  issues which would make it not as useful as it should.

		40		NONE

		41		N/A

		42		I have 24 years of experience, I know what I am doing and what I need to complete the task of providing health care.  Daily people argue with me or simply get in my way instead of helping me.

		43		none

		44		don't like these courses

		45		Vocera is awesome!

		46		none

		47		team work

		48		I use the serum her prior duty station and it would be tremendously helpful in the clinic setting  at Iron horse as well.

		49		none

		50		Having the ablility to speake through this communication divice would increase the ability to answer questions or confirm orders for our patient population with out delay.  Thank you

		51		Expand throughout the entire organization





		Dept with HFCS/Vocera		Number of Responses

		Family Care Ward		7

		Pediatrics Clinic		2

		ED		3

		MBU		3

		L and D		4

		PAD		5

		Nutrition Care Div		1

		ICU		1

		OR		3

		Infection Control		3

		Inpatient BHU		3

		Lab		2

		Rad		10

		Inpatient Services		6

		Pharmacy		3

		Total		56

				Are you satisfied with current communication method

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral		No Response

		Number of Responses		16		10		19		10

				I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		22		23		11

				1-5 Time/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		Number of Staff		46		8		1		1

				1-15mins		16-30mins		31-45mins		46-60mins

		Number of Staff		40		9		5		3

				1-5 Times/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		Number of Responses		49		3		3		1

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day

		Number of Staff		42		8		6		0

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		34		9		13

				Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		35		12		8

				Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		16		21		17

				Able to contact other departments in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		19		19		18

				Able to communicate effective with other departments

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		17		22		17
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Department with HFCS/Vocera



		



Number of Staff

How many times per day do you go looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Staff

How much time do you spend per day looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Responses

I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Responses

How many times per day do you go looking for people outside of your unit



		



Number of Staff

How much time per day do you spend looking for people outside of your unit



		



Able to contact staff in a timely manner



		



Number of Responses

Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit



		



Number of Responses

Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging



		



Number of Responses

Able to contact other departments in a timely manner



		



Number of Responses

Able to communicate effectively with other departments



		



Number of Responses

Are you satisfied with current communication method



		Dept w/o HFCS/Vocera		Number of Responses

		Ironhorse		19

		OB/Gyn Clinic		4

		Mountain Post MH		11

		Robinson FMC		7

		Orthopedic Services		11

		BTSB		1

		Warrior		1

		Internal Medicine		7

		Premier		4

		ENT Clinic		1

		Total		66

				Are you satisfied with current communication method

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral		No Response

		Number of Responses		9		17		16		24

				I spend a lot of time around looking for staff

		Q4		Agree		Disagree		Neutral

				37		19		9

		Q5

				1-5 Time/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		Number of Responses		41		19		2		4

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day		91mins+

		Number of Responses		44		16		4		1		1

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		22		20		23

				Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		29		16		20

		Q6a		1-5 Times/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day		30 or more

				60		3		0		1		2

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day		91mins+

		Number of Responses		44		18		2		1		1

				Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		22		19		24

				Able to contact other departments in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		13		21		31

				Able to communicate effective with other departments

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		18		22		26





		



Number of Responses

Department w/o HFCS/Vocera



		



I spend a lot of time walking around 
looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Responses



		



Time Spent



		



Number of Responses

Able to contact staff in a timely manner (w/o HFCS/Vocera)



		



Outside of unit



		



Number of Responses

Time Spent
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Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit
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Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls afet Paging
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Able to contact other departments in a timely manner



		



Number of Responses

Able to communicate effectively with other departments



		



Are you satisfied with current communication method




Chart1

		1-15mins		1-15mins

		16-30mins		16-30mins

		31-45mins		31-45mins

		46-60mins		46-60mins

		91mins+		91mins+



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How much time do you spend per day looking for staff within the unit

40

44

9
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5

4
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1
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Combined

		Dept with HFCS/Vocera		Number of Responses

		Family Care Ward		7

		Pediatrics Clinic		2

		ED		3

		MBU		3

		L and D		4

		PAD		5

		Nutrition Care Div		1

		ICU		1

		OR		3

		Infection Control		3

		Inpatient BHU		3

		Lab		2

		Rad		10

		Inpatient Services		6

		Pharmacy		3

		Total		56

				Are you satisfied with current communication method

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral		No Response

		HFCS/Vocera		16		10		19		10

		No HFCS/Vocera		9		17		16		24

				I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		22		23		11

		No HFCS/Vocera		37		19		9

				I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff

				1-5 Time/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		HFCS/Vocera		46		8		1		1

		No HFCS/Vocera		41		19		2		4

				How much time do you spend per day looking for staff within the unit

				1-15mins		16-30mins		31-45mins		46-60mins		91mins+

		HFCS/Vocera		40		9		5		3

		No HFCS/Vocera		44		16		4		1		1

				1-5 Times/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day		30 or more

		HFCS/Vocera		49		3		3		1

		No HFCS/Vocera		60		3		0		1		2

				How much time per day do you spend looking for people outside of your unit

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day		91mins+

		HFCS/Vocera		42		8		6		0

		No HFCS/Vocera		44		18		2		1		1

				Able to contact staff in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		34		9		13

		No HFCS/Vocera		22		20		23

				Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		35		12		8

		No HFCS/Vocera		29		16		20

				Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		16		21		17

		No HFCS/Vocera		22		19		24

				Able to contact other departments in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		19		19		18

		No HFCS/Vocera		13		21		31

				Able to communicate effective with other departments

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		17		22		17

		No HFCS/Vocera		18		22		26





Combined

		



Number of Responses

Department with HFCS/Vocera



Q18

		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Are you satisfied with current communication method



Q19

		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff



With HFCS

		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How many times per day you go looking for staff within the unit



No HFCS

		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How much time do you spend per day looking for staff within the unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How many times do you spend per day looking for people outside of your unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How much time per day do you spend looking for people outside of your unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to contact staff in a timely manner



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to contac other departments in a timely manner



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to communicate effectively with other departments



		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey

		What is your biggest communication challenge on your job today?		What is your biggest communication challenge on your job today?		What is your biggest communication challenge on your job today?

		Answer Options		Answer Options		Response Count

						85

		answered question		85		85

		skipped question		39		39

		Number		Response Text

		1		The doctors do not have vocera. I feel we would all benefit from them having badges.

		2		n/a

		3		As the admin I have staff members co-located in two bldgs

		4		not everyone wears the vocera

		5		nobody answers the phone/vocera.
do not know persons entire name.

		6		Noise of equipment

		7		Reaching the ER.  They dont wear Vocera.  We wear ours, but we cant reach them on theirs.

		8		ED Dept being available on phone. At times, have to call 2-3 times before phone is answered.

		9		Finding the NCOIC

		10		Vocera asks for last name of staff....we don't know alot of staffs first names, let alone last names. Majority of our communication is with ED, and many times, staff is not wearing Vocera or it is turned off? Vocera does not work well for us.

		11		The Vocera badges aren't very effective, so I still have to walk around looking for people. The badges are user friendly but people feel that they have to yell for their device to hear them correctly, so that even if they are behind closed doors you can hear every word being said; therefore the actual phone is still necessary.

		12		you try to call and the person and it doesn't understand what you say or keeps asking what?

		13		N/A

		14		Implementation of new changes in staffing.  Is in constant flux.

		15		None

		16		learning names for the vocera, staff not using it because they dont know how to call

		17		Do not always know entire name of support staff or staff in other units, as well as the multitude different commands off the top of my head.  My patients cannot call me directly and the voceras do not always have connection throughout the entire hospital.

		18		The amount of time spent trying to contact someone and then waiting for reply

		19		1.  The House Supervisor or Bed Manager on Vocera is NEVER the actual HO/BM, and I always end up having to call the FCW or MAJ Magana to find out who it is.  When vocera says the person is not available and would I like to page them, I say "yes" and it pages the person but all I ever get is a busy signal for the past two months.  Two many steps when trying to reach the HO/BM to admit a patient. 
2  getting quick access to nursing in the outpatient family clinics to coordinate hospital admissions, lab values, orders, coordination of care; 
3.  knowing who actually has Vocera in the Hospital and clinics; It would be nice to have an online web page to visit to see who is actually logged-in in each department so if the person I'm looking for is not logged in, I can try someone else.
4.  people actually logging in to Vocera when they are on duty.

		20		Contacting civilian insurance companies

		21		Limited time to clearly communicate my concerns  to the radiologist regarding a specific patient due to time constraints.

		22		playing phone tag with other providers

		23		we have a tcon system in place but the staff would rather walk around which means the patients have to wait longer.  snow ball effect

		24		Phone Tag

		25		Effective communication with providers. Feel that many times despite the importance in the change of patient status the providers are irritated with nurses contacting them as they are busy with clinics or in the OR.

		26		speaking to providers between patients

		27		Global communication within the department; not peer-to-peer

		28		Not everyone logs into their vocera at the beginning of their shift.

		29		Wrong body parts being ordered for X-ray.

		30		Some Voceras that cut out or have static or recipient can't understand you or vice versa; doesn't understand your command request, cuts off after a time limit; not knowing a staff member's last name to call

		31		Multiple modes of communication, cell phones, pagers, vocera, many times I will be talking on all methods at once

		32		talking to provider to verify treatment trying to find co-workers to cover lunch breaks take over at end of shift get infor to their providers

		33		communicating with doctors. Some don't use vocera and there are only a few phones to page them to in the work area.

		34		We use vocera in our clinic and I LOVE it! Very easy to find other nurses and staff. It would be helpful to contact the doctors, but they are usually busy  with their patients/schedules.

		35		At times unable to find supervisor when she is at meetings or not in the clinic.

		36		n/a

		37		PHONE NO LISTINGS ON ROSTER WRONG & DR'S NO NOT LISTED

		38		finding providers as they don't have Vocera

		39		people communicating. lots of tools, but if noone uses the tools they are ineffective.

		40		Availability of staff to speak with them in a timely manner.  Issue is that they are consistently busy with patient care and I do not want to interrupt them.

		41		Providers not calling back or being able to reach them at all.

		42		Reaching staff in housekeeping or FMB in a timely manner when a problem exists

		43		reach providers

		44		Finding personnel when needed, or find myself interrupting them in a room with a patient.

		45		Communication and time management

		46		n/a

		47		finding staff

		48		getting a hold of the ER staff

		49		getting through all of the telephone consults fast enough

		50		Time for communication

		51		Finding co-workers who are in different areas. Once found there is no problem with communication.

		52		AWS - being told it is a staff members RDO and that I need to come back when they are working.  Why can't staff say they are not in today offer to assist and leave it at that.  I don't want to hear I can't be helped because of an AWS.

		53		information never makes it down to the workers from leadership

		54		finding chaperone

		55		Doctors not responding to pages.

		56		Vocera system does not work. Callers can not be heard and will not work out of range.

		57		VOCERA UNDERSTANDING PEOPLE WITH ACCENTS AND BEING ABLE TO LOG ON AS OTHER PEOPLE

		58		I don't have any

		59		The vocera does not work in the basement.  It also does not work if the person has a heavy accent and cant speak the name clearly.  It is not an asset in my opinion.

		60		Just trying to find and get a hold of my staff once they leave the work area.

		61		Trying to get a hold of someone, or simply just trying to find them in the hosptial.

		62		Finding Staff members when their treating patients.

		63		N/A

		64		surveys

		65		Communication with techs about location and readiness of patients to be seen

		66		NONE

		67		Since our clinic is outside the hospital it is sometimes difficult to reach other departments in a timely manner. RFMC is not large so it is not difficult to find employees unless they are in a room with a patient or performing other tasks.

		68		Communication flow

		69		N/A

		70		People don't listen to what I have to say

		71		Pt's do not take responsibility fot there healthcare/ do not seem to know what they need

		72		The size of the clinic and number of staff working makes it difficult to find the person you need when you need them.

		73		Finding people & waiting for them to call me back.

		74		wrong telephone numbers for all cna's & lpn's & no provider numbers

		75		Trying to call other clinics. The numbers are wrong or we don't get a live person.

		76		trying to find the staff

		77		Finding people I want to communicate with

		78		Looking for other people

		79		can not find the personnel and or they won't help due to the not there teams.   who cares all is patient care

		80		My biggest difficulty is contacting specialists for curbside consultations and for admissions.

		81		finding nearest RN

		82		Locating staff and Providers in a timely manner

		83		having to take away from Pt care to walk around the whole clinic looking for someone.

		84		Finding people

		85		Staff members not signing on to Vocera.  Unable to contact other administrators.





		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey

		Any additional comments or suggestions?		Any additional comments or suggestions?		Any additional comments or suggestions?

		Answer Options		Answer Options		Response Count

						51

		answered question		51		51

		skipped question		73		73

		Number		Response Text		Categories

		1		n/a

		2		have hosptialist sign in to vocera as hosptialist and not their actual name.  Have the surgeons wear vocera

		3		A directive was put out that all depts were required to utilize these devices.  However, this was a waste of money/recources for depts like the lab.  99% of the staff work in ONE enclosed room.  Vocera did nothing for the dept.  As for communication w other depts, after normal hours all phone calls are routed to one phone as there are only 3 employees on at any given time.  Again, vocera is ineffective during 2nd/3rd shift.

		4		Make everyone wear and actually use the vocera.  Its a good idea if everyone actually used them all the time.

		5		Track Active Duty better than they do.

		6		#6 don't go looking for people outside of our area....but this is about how much time and how long it takes to get in touch with people trying to contact by Vocera or phone. We don't have time to actually go look for people in other departments.

		7		Our badges were never set up to send or receive phone calls so I am not personally aware of this feature. Housekeepers aren't issued Vocera badges so there is no communication with housekeeping staff except for pagers.
  There should be a way to do "Emergency calls to specific personnel/section via a code word or phrase, so we don't get everyone and their brother as looky loos when all you need is a couple of minutes.

		8		one extra thing to hang around your neck!!!

		9		N/A

		10		At this time lack of adequate staff is more of an issue that communication.

		11		No

		12		this questionaire is like we dont have Vocera.  confusing to answer.  Yes we have it, how does it work.  no we dont, then ask the above questions.  not making sense.

		13		Allow patients to call nurses directly like what is available on other floors, default to call personnel by first name from your own unit first if possible?

		14		love Vocera!  it has it's limitations right now, but it has GREATLY decreased wasting my time trying to track people down, has made contact with nursing on the Ward or in the ER/Peds clinic so much quicker and easier and smooth.  I am very glad we are using these.  Much, much, much better than the old pager system for those in the hospital.  However, If I'm not going to be issued a Blackberry (which I could really use), then I need to keep my pager so pediatric specialists from Memorial and Denver children's can reach me quickly when consulting on my sick Inpatients or assisting to coordinate their care or transfer the patients because I'm hardly ever in my office and often on the move.  If I could have Blackberry it would be like taking my office with me everywhere I have to go in the hospital.

		15		no

		16		Questions 5 & 6 do not allow a "0" to be put in, but must be answered.  Not all clinics are in the drop down and you cannot free text your clinic in.

		17		don't use vocera

		18		Not sure if this is applicable to physical therapy, occupational therapy, and hiropractic since we were not considered in the list of units/depts.

		19		MSA or charge nurses should assign the room numbers into the staff's vocera.

		20		It is so frustrating that the Voceras often do not understand your command/request even when you ennunciate requests or names clearly. Very frustrating and a waste of time and delays communication when trying to get ahold of a certain individual. It would be nice to extend the talk time allotment because it will cut you off mid conversation with a coworker and then it takes time to try and get back in touch. Broaden the phrases used for common commands ie. "Play messages" and "Check messages".

		21		I would like to centralize our services around a Vocera Platform

		22		n/a

		23		The Transcription Dept should never have been placed inside of a growing business office where the often noisy environment of a business office directly conflicts with the quiet environment required by that of a transcription department.  Perhaps some type of retractable, noise- deadening walls could be installed in this very large room to better support the Transcription Department?

Please note I do not spend ANY time per day looking for staff inside or outside my department; your survey did not give a choice of "0" so I had to insert the minimum answer in order to be able to submit this survey.  Thank you.

		24		Vocera is not actually used to it's full potential, we do not use it to contact anyone, but to be available to other departments.

		25		The idea of the hands free communication is good. In reality it is not effective and I rather not have to deal with it. Not all staff has one so I  need to use the phone anyway, so why even bother. The cost of this system does not justify the use of it for me. Question 5: I filled in a number because I needed to, but in my unit I can get ahold of anybody I need to any time. So what was answered is not correct. A N/A should have been added also, because there not all applies to all the staff at all times. Thank you.

		26		a more direst way of contacting co workers is needed

		27		I would be most agreeable to trying this method of communication.

		28		Great improvment using Vocera in saving time searching for people

		29		n/a

		30		people need to actually use the system

		31		question 6 doesn't apply as I don't look for people outside of my area. 0 times and 0 min should have been an option also.

		32		none

		33		Pharmacy needs more Vocera badges to accomodate ALL inpatient staff

		34		It is odd how clinics are set up and offices can be in, near, or completely off the map to wear their clinical area is. It is very frustrating to trek all over when nearly every person in the hospital has a cell phone and text capabilites but are completely unable to use it as the ONLY carrier allowed tower access is Sprint.

		35		Nurses should start using Vocera more to contact pharmacy so that we don't have to stop what we are doing to answer their phone calls.

		36		PHARMACY NEEDS MORE VOCERAS SO THAT ALL STAFF CAN HAVE ONE TO COMMUNICATE

		37		no

		38		We need more Vocerra in my department

		39		VOCERA has alot of  issues which would make it not as useful as it should.

		40		NONE

		41		N/A

		42		I have 24 years of experience, I know what I am doing and what I need to complete the task of providing health care.  Daily people argue with me or simply get in my way instead of helping me.

		43		none

		44		don't like these courses

		45		Vocera is awesome!

		46		none

		47		team work

		48		I use the serum her prior duty station and it would be tremendously helpful in the clinic setting  at Iron horse as well.

		49		none

		50		Having the ablility to speake through this communication divice would increase the ability to answer questions or confirm orders for our patient population with out delay.  Thank you

		51		Expand throughout the entire organization





		Dept with HFCS/Vocera		Number of Responses

		Family Care Ward		7

		Pediatrics Clinic		2

		ED		3

		MBU		3

		L and D		4

		PAD		5

		Nutrition Care Div		1

		ICU		1

		OR		3

		Infection Control		3

		Inpatient BHU		3

		Lab		2

		Rad		10

		Inpatient Services		6

		Pharmacy		3

		Total		56

				Are you satisfied with current communication method

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral		No Response

		Number of Responses		16		10		19		10

				I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		22		23		11

				1-5 Time/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		Number of Staff		46		8		1		1

				1-15mins		16-30mins		31-45mins		46-60mins

		Number of Staff		40		9		5		3

				1-5 Times/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		Number of Responses		49		3		3		1

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day

		Number of Staff		42		8		6		0

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		34		9		13

				Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		35		12		8

				Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		16		21		17

				Able to contact other departments in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		19		19		18

				Able to communicate effective with other departments

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		17		22		17





		



Number of Responses

Department with HFCS/Vocera



		



Number of Staff

How many times per day do you go looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Staff

How much time do you spend per day looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Responses

I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Responses

How many times per day do you go looking for people outside of your unit



		



Number of Staff

How much time per day do you spend looking for people outside of your unit



		



Able to contact staff in a timely manner



		



Number of Responses

Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit



		



Number of Responses

Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging



		



Number of Responses

Able to contact other departments in a timely manner



		



Number of Responses

Able to communicate effectively with other departments



		



Number of Responses

Are you satisfied with current communication method



		Dept w/o HFCS/Vocera		Number of Responses

		Ironhorse		19

		OB/Gyn Clinic		4

		Mountain Post MH		11

		Robinson FMC		7

		Orthopedic Services		11

		BTSB		1

		Warrior		1

		Internal Medicine		7

		Premier		4

		ENT Clinic		1

		Total		66

				Are you satisfied with current communication method

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral		No Response

		Number of Responses		9		17		16		24

				I spend a lot of time around looking for staff

		Q4		Agree		Disagree		Neutral

				37		19		9

		Q5

				1-5 Time/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		Number of Responses		41		19		2		4

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day		91mins+

		Number of Responses		44		16		4		1		1

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		22		20		23

				Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		29		16		20

		Q6a		1-5 Times/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day		30 or more

				60		3		0		1		2

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day		91mins+

		Number of Responses		44		18		2		1		1

				Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		22		19		24

				Able to contact other departments in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		13		21		31

				Able to communicate effective with other departments

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		18		22		26





		



Number of Responses

Department w/o HFCS/Vocera



		



I spend a lot of time walking around 
looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Responses



		



Time Spent



		



Number of Responses

Able to contact staff in a timely manner (w/o HFCS/Vocera)



		



Outside of unit



		



Number of Responses

Time Spent



		





		



Number of Responses

Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit



		



Number of Responses

Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls afet Paging



		



Number of Responses

Able to contact other departments in a timely manner



		



Number of Responses

Able to communicate effectively with other departments



		



Are you satisfied with current communication method




Chart1

		1-5 Time/Day		1-5 Time/Day

		6-10 Times/Day		6-10 Times/Day

		11-15 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day

		16-20 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How many times per day you go looking for staff within the unit

46

41

8

19

1

2

1

4



Combined

		Dept with HFCS/Vocera		Number of Responses

		Family Care Ward		7

		Pediatrics Clinic		2

		ED		3

		MBU		3

		L and D		4

		PAD		5

		Nutrition Care Div		1

		ICU		1

		OR		3

		Infection Control		3

		Inpatient BHU		3

		Lab		2

		Rad		10

		Inpatient Services		6

		Pharmacy		3

		Total		56

				Are you satisfied with current communication method

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral		No Response

		HFCS/Vocera		16		10		19		10

		No HFCS/Vocera		9		17		16		24

				I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		22		23		11

		No HFCS/Vocera		37		19		9

				I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff

				1-5 Time/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		HFCS/Vocera		46		8		1		1

		No HFCS/Vocera		41		19		2		4

				How much time do you spend per day looking for staff within the unit

				1-15mins		16-30mins		31-45mins		46-60mins		91mins+

		HFCS/Vocera		40		9		5		3

		No HFCS/Vocera		44		16		4		1		1

				1-5 Times/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day		30 or more

		HFCS/Vocera		49		3		3		1

		No HFCS/Vocera		60		3		0		1		2

				How much time per day do you spend looking for people outside of your unit

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day		91mins+

		HFCS/Vocera		42		8		6		0

		No HFCS/Vocera		44		18		2		1		1

				Able to contact staff in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		34		9		13

		No HFCS/Vocera		22		20		23

				Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		35		12		8

		No HFCS/Vocera		29		16		20

				Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		16		21		17

		No HFCS/Vocera		22		19		24

				Able to contact other departments in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		19		19		18

		No HFCS/Vocera		13		21		31

				Able to communicate effective with other departments

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		HFCS/Vocera		17		22		17

		No HFCS/Vocera		18		22		26





Combined

		



Number of Responses

Department with HFCS/Vocera



Q18

		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Are you satisfied with current communication method



Q19

		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff



With HFCS

		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How many times per day you go looking for staff within the unit



No HFCS

		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How much time do you spend per day looking for staff within the unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How many times do you spend per day looking for people outside of your unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

How much time per day do you spend looking for people outside of your unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to contact staff in a timely manner



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to contac other departments in a timely manner



		



HFCS/Vocera

No HFCS/Vocera

Able to communicate effectively with other departments



		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey

		What is your biggest communication challenge on your job today?		What is your biggest communication challenge on your job today?		What is your biggest communication challenge on your job today?

		Answer Options		Answer Options		Response Count

						85

		answered question		85		85

		skipped question		39		39

		Number		Response Text

		1		The doctors do not have vocera. I feel we would all benefit from them having badges.

		2		n/a

		3		As the admin I have staff members co-located in two bldgs

		4		not everyone wears the vocera

		5		nobody answers the phone/vocera.
do not know persons entire name.

		6		Noise of equipment

		7		Reaching the ER.  They dont wear Vocera.  We wear ours, but we cant reach them on theirs.

		8		ED Dept being available on phone. At times, have to call 2-3 times before phone is answered.

		9		Finding the NCOIC

		10		Vocera asks for last name of staff....we don't know alot of staffs first names, let alone last names. Majority of our communication is with ED, and many times, staff is not wearing Vocera or it is turned off? Vocera does not work well for us.

		11		The Vocera badges aren't very effective, so I still have to walk around looking for people. The badges are user friendly but people feel that they have to yell for their device to hear them correctly, so that even if they are behind closed doors you can hear every word being said; therefore the actual phone is still necessary.

		12		you try to call and the person and it doesn't understand what you say or keeps asking what?

		13		N/A

		14		Implementation of new changes in staffing.  Is in constant flux.

		15		None

		16		learning names for the vocera, staff not using it because they dont know how to call

		17		Do not always know entire name of support staff or staff in other units, as well as the multitude different commands off the top of my head.  My patients cannot call me directly and the voceras do not always have connection throughout the entire hospital.

		18		The amount of time spent trying to contact someone and then waiting for reply

		19		1.  The House Supervisor or Bed Manager on Vocera is NEVER the actual HO/BM, and I always end up having to call the FCW or MAJ Magana to find out who it is.  When vocera says the person is not available and would I like to page them, I say "yes" and it pages the person but all I ever get is a busy signal for the past two months.  Two many steps when trying to reach the HO/BM to admit a patient. 
2  getting quick access to nursing in the outpatient family clinics to coordinate hospital admissions, lab values, orders, coordination of care; 
3.  knowing who actually has Vocera in the Hospital and clinics; It would be nice to have an online web page to visit to see who is actually logged-in in each department so if the person I'm looking for is not logged in, I can try someone else.
4.  people actually logging in to Vocera when they are on duty.

		20		Contacting civilian insurance companies

		21		Limited time to clearly communicate my concerns  to the radiologist regarding a specific patient due to time constraints.

		22		playing phone tag with other providers

		23		we have a tcon system in place but the staff would rather walk around which means the patients have to wait longer.  snow ball effect

		24		Phone Tag

		25		Effective communication with providers. Feel that many times despite the importance in the change of patient status the providers are irritated with nurses contacting them as they are busy with clinics or in the OR.

		26		speaking to providers between patients

		27		Global communication within the department; not peer-to-peer

		28		Not everyone logs into their vocera at the beginning of their shift.

		29		Wrong body parts being ordered for X-ray.

		30		Some Voceras that cut out or have static or recipient can't understand you or vice versa; doesn't understand your command request, cuts off after a time limit; not knowing a staff member's last name to call

		31		Multiple modes of communication, cell phones, pagers, vocera, many times I will be talking on all methods at once

		32		talking to provider to verify treatment trying to find co-workers to cover lunch breaks take over at end of shift get infor to their providers

		33		communicating with doctors. Some don't use vocera and there are only a few phones to page them to in the work area.

		34		We use vocera in our clinic and I LOVE it! Very easy to find other nurses and staff. It would be helpful to contact the doctors, but they are usually busy  with their patients/schedules.

		35		At times unable to find supervisor when she is at meetings or not in the clinic.

		36		n/a

		37		PHONE NO LISTINGS ON ROSTER WRONG & DR'S NO NOT LISTED

		38		finding providers as they don't have Vocera

		39		people communicating. lots of tools, but if noone uses the tools they are ineffective.

		40		Availability of staff to speak with them in a timely manner.  Issue is that they are consistently busy with patient care and I do not want to interrupt them.

		41		Providers not calling back or being able to reach them at all.

		42		Reaching staff in housekeeping or FMB in a timely manner when a problem exists

		43		reach providers

		44		Finding personnel when needed, or find myself interrupting them in a room with a patient.

		45		Communication and time management

		46		n/a

		47		finding staff

		48		getting a hold of the ER staff

		49		getting through all of the telephone consults fast enough

		50		Time for communication

		51		Finding co-workers who are in different areas. Once found there is no problem with communication.

		52		AWS - being told it is a staff members RDO and that I need to come back when they are working.  Why can't staff say they are not in today offer to assist and leave it at that.  I don't want to hear I can't be helped because of an AWS.

		53		information never makes it down to the workers from leadership

		54		finding chaperone

		55		Doctors not responding to pages.

		56		Vocera system does not work. Callers can not be heard and will not work out of range.

		57		VOCERA UNDERSTANDING PEOPLE WITH ACCENTS AND BEING ABLE TO LOG ON AS OTHER PEOPLE

		58		I don't have any

		59		The vocera does not work in the basement.  It also does not work if the person has a heavy accent and cant speak the name clearly.  It is not an asset in my opinion.

		60		Just trying to find and get a hold of my staff once they leave the work area.

		61		Trying to get a hold of someone, or simply just trying to find them in the hosptial.

		62		Finding Staff members when their treating patients.

		63		N/A

		64		surveys

		65		Communication with techs about location and readiness of patients to be seen

		66		NONE

		67		Since our clinic is outside the hospital it is sometimes difficult to reach other departments in a timely manner. RFMC is not large so it is not difficult to find employees unless they are in a room with a patient or performing other tasks.

		68		Communication flow

		69		N/A

		70		People don't listen to what I have to say

		71		Pt's do not take responsibility fot there healthcare/ do not seem to know what they need

		72		The size of the clinic and number of staff working makes it difficult to find the person you need when you need them.

		73		Finding people & waiting for them to call me back.

		74		wrong telephone numbers for all cna's & lpn's & no provider numbers

		75		Trying to call other clinics. The numbers are wrong or we don't get a live person.

		76		trying to find the staff

		77		Finding people I want to communicate with

		78		Looking for other people

		79		can not find the personnel and or they won't help due to the not there teams.   who cares all is patient care

		80		My biggest difficulty is contacting specialists for curbside consultations and for admissions.

		81		finding nearest RN

		82		Locating staff and Providers in a timely manner

		83		having to take away from Pt care to walk around the whole clinic looking for someone.

		84		Finding people

		85		Staff members not signing on to Vocera.  Unable to contact other administrators.





		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey		Hands Free Communication System/Vocera Survey

		Any additional comments or suggestions?		Any additional comments or suggestions?		Any additional comments or suggestions?

		Answer Options		Answer Options		Response Count

						51

		answered question		51		51

		skipped question		73		73

		Number		Response Text		Categories

		1		n/a

		2		have hosptialist sign in to vocera as hosptialist and not their actual name.  Have the surgeons wear vocera

		3		A directive was put out that all depts were required to utilize these devices.  However, this was a waste of money/recources for depts like the lab.  99% of the staff work in ONE enclosed room.  Vocera did nothing for the dept.  As for communication w other depts, after normal hours all phone calls are routed to one phone as there are only 3 employees on at any given time.  Again, vocera is ineffective during 2nd/3rd shift.

		4		Make everyone wear and actually use the vocera.  Its a good idea if everyone actually used them all the time.

		5		Track Active Duty better than they do.

		6		#6 don't go looking for people outside of our area....but this is about how much time and how long it takes to get in touch with people trying to contact by Vocera or phone. We don't have time to actually go look for people in other departments.

		7		Our badges were never set up to send or receive phone calls so I am not personally aware of this feature. Housekeepers aren't issued Vocera badges so there is no communication with housekeeping staff except for pagers.
  There should be a way to do "Emergency calls to specific personnel/section via a code word or phrase, so we don't get everyone and their brother as looky loos when all you need is a couple of minutes.

		8		one extra thing to hang around your neck!!!

		9		N/A

		10		At this time lack of adequate staff is more of an issue that communication.

		11		No

		12		this questionaire is like we dont have Vocera.  confusing to answer.  Yes we have it, how does it work.  no we dont, then ask the above questions.  not making sense.

		13		Allow patients to call nurses directly like what is available on other floors, default to call personnel by first name from your own unit first if possible?

		14		love Vocera!  it has it's limitations right now, but it has GREATLY decreased wasting my time trying to track people down, has made contact with nursing on the Ward or in the ER/Peds clinic so much quicker and easier and smooth.  I am very glad we are using these.  Much, much, much better than the old pager system for those in the hospital.  However, If I'm not going to be issued a Blackberry (which I could really use), then I need to keep my pager so pediatric specialists from Memorial and Denver children's can reach me quickly when consulting on my sick Inpatients or assisting to coordinate their care or transfer the patients because I'm hardly ever in my office and often on the move.  If I could have Blackberry it would be like taking my office with me everywhere I have to go in the hospital.

		15		no

		16		Questions 5 & 6 do not allow a "0" to be put in, but must be answered.  Not all clinics are in the drop down and you cannot free text your clinic in.

		17		don't use vocera

		18		Not sure if this is applicable to physical therapy, occupational therapy, and hiropractic since we were not considered in the list of units/depts.

		19		MSA or charge nurses should assign the room numbers into the staff's vocera.

		20		It is so frustrating that the Voceras often do not understand your command/request even when you ennunciate requests or names clearly. Very frustrating and a waste of time and delays communication when trying to get ahold of a certain individual. It would be nice to extend the talk time allotment because it will cut you off mid conversation with a coworker and then it takes time to try and get back in touch. Broaden the phrases used for common commands ie. "Play messages" and "Check messages".

		21		I would like to centralize our services around a Vocera Platform

		22		n/a

		23		The Transcription Dept should never have been placed inside of a growing business office where the often noisy environment of a business office directly conflicts with the quiet environment required by that of a transcription department.  Perhaps some type of retractable, noise- deadening walls could be installed in this very large room to better support the Transcription Department?

Please note I do not spend ANY time per day looking for staff inside or outside my department; your survey did not give a choice of "0" so I had to insert the minimum answer in order to be able to submit this survey.  Thank you.

		24		Vocera is not actually used to it's full potential, we do not use it to contact anyone, but to be available to other departments.

		25		The idea of the hands free communication is good. In reality it is not effective and I rather not have to deal with it. Not all staff has one so I  need to use the phone anyway, so why even bother. The cost of this system does not justify the use of it for me. Question 5: I filled in a number because I needed to, but in my unit I can get ahold of anybody I need to any time. So what was answered is not correct. A N/A should have been added also, because there not all applies to all the staff at all times. Thank you.

		26		a more direst way of contacting co workers is needed

		27		I would be most agreeable to trying this method of communication.

		28		Great improvment using Vocera in saving time searching for people

		29		n/a

		30		people need to actually use the system

		31		question 6 doesn't apply as I don't look for people outside of my area. 0 times and 0 min should have been an option also.

		32		none

		33		Pharmacy needs more Vocera badges to accomodate ALL inpatient staff

		34		It is odd how clinics are set up and offices can be in, near, or completely off the map to wear their clinical area is. It is very frustrating to trek all over when nearly every person in the hospital has a cell phone and text capabilites but are completely unable to use it as the ONLY carrier allowed tower access is Sprint.

		35		Nurses should start using Vocera more to contact pharmacy so that we don't have to stop what we are doing to answer their phone calls.

		36		PHARMACY NEEDS MORE VOCERAS SO THAT ALL STAFF CAN HAVE ONE TO COMMUNICATE

		37		no

		38		We need more Vocerra in my department

		39		VOCERA has alot of  issues which would make it not as useful as it should.

		40		NONE

		41		N/A

		42		I have 24 years of experience, I know what I am doing and what I need to complete the task of providing health care.  Daily people argue with me or simply get in my way instead of helping me.

		43		none

		44		don't like these courses

		45		Vocera is awesome!

		46		none

		47		team work

		48		I use the serum her prior duty station and it would be tremendously helpful in the clinic setting  at Iron horse as well.

		49		none

		50		Having the ablility to speake through this communication divice would increase the ability to answer questions or confirm orders for our patient population with out delay.  Thank you

		51		Expand throughout the entire organization





		Dept with HFCS/Vocera		Number of Responses

		Family Care Ward		7

		Pediatrics Clinic		2

		ED		3

		MBU		3

		L and D		4

		PAD		5

		Nutrition Care Div		1

		ICU		1

		OR		3

		Infection Control		3

		Inpatient BHU		3

		Lab		2

		Rad		10

		Inpatient Services		6

		Pharmacy		3

		Total		56

				Are you satisfied with current communication method

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral		No Response

		Number of Responses		16		10		19		10

				I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		22		23		11

				1-5 Time/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		Number of Staff		46		8		1		1

				1-15mins		16-30mins		31-45mins		46-60mins

		Number of Staff		40		9		5		3

				1-5 Times/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		Number of Responses		49		3		3		1

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day

		Number of Staff		42		8		6		0

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		34		9		13

				Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		35		12		8

				Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		16		21		17

				Able to contact other departments in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		19		19		18

				Able to communicate effective with other departments

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		17		22		17





		



Number of Responses

Department with HFCS/Vocera



		



Number of Staff

How many times per day do you go looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Staff

How much time do you spend per day looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Responses

I spend a lot of time walking around looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Responses

How many times per day do you go looking for people outside of your unit



		



Number of Staff

How much time per day do you spend looking for people outside of your unit



		



Able to contact staff in a timely manner



		



Number of Responses

Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit



		



Number of Responses

Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging



		



Number of Responses

Able to contact other departments in a timely manner



		



Number of Responses

Able to communicate effectively with other departments



		



Number of Responses

Are you satisfied with current communication method



		Dept w/o HFCS/Vocera		Number of Responses

		Ironhorse		19

		OB/Gyn Clinic		4

		Mountain Post MH		11

		Robinson FMC		7

		Orthopedic Services		11

		BTSB		1

		Warrior		1

		Internal Medicine		7

		Premier		4

		ENT Clinic		1

		Total		66

				Are you satisfied with current communication method

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral		No Response

		Number of Responses		9		17		16		24

				I spend a lot of time around looking for staff

		Q4		Agree		Disagree		Neutral

				37		19		9

		Q5

				1-5 Time/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day

		Number of Responses		41		19		2		4

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day		91mins+

		Number of Responses		44		16		4		1		1

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		22		20		23

				Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		29		16		20

		Q6a		1-5 Times/Day		6-10 Times/Day		11-15 Times/Day		16-20 Times/Day		30 or more

				60		3		0		1		2

				1-15mins/day		16-30mins/day		31-45mins/day		46-60mins/day		91mins+

		Number of Responses		44		18		2		1		1

				Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls after paging

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		22		19		24

				Able to contact other departments in a timely manner

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		13		21		31

				Able to communicate effective with other departments

				Agree		Disagree		Neutral

		Number of Responses		18		22		26





		



Number of Responses

Department w/o HFCS/Vocera



		



I spend a lot of time walking around 
looking for staff within the unit



		



Number of Responses



		



Time Spent



		



Number of Responses

Able to contact staff in a timely manner (w/o HFCS/Vocera)



		



Outside of unit



		



Number of Responses

Time Spent



		





		



Number of Responses

Able to communicate effectively with staff on my unit



		



Number of Responses

Spend a lot of time waiting for "call back" phone calls afet Paging



		



Number of Responses

Able to contact other departments in a timely manner



		



Number of Responses

Able to communicate effectively with other departments



		



Are you satisfied with current communication method





 At the end of one year, the system was used by 17 departments on a weekly basis 
to make 2000 staff-to-staff calls and 800 patient-to-nurse calls handled by 667 
staff users. Adoption of the system has been a success. 
 Increase Nurse Patient Contact time 

 With Nurse Call Integration, nurse response time decreases from an average of four 
minutes to less than one minute within Inpatient areas. 

 Decrease in ambient noise with group calling thru the system (ie. Dr. Strong) 
 Improved staff communication 
 Increase efficiencies in OR turnover and OR equipment & instrument delivery 

accuracy 
 Improved workflow and utilization within PCMH environment 

 Reported gains in time by nursing personnel in the PCMH clinics of 1.5 hours/day 
 Reported gains in time by Primary Care Provider in the PCMH clinics of 40 

minutes/day 
 
 

Additional Outcomes of ICS 



 Queuing Integration 
 Decrease wait times  
 Improvement in patient flow within the clinics 

 Results Delivery Integration 
 Improvement in provider/patient awareness 
 Workload recapture potential 

 Dictation Integration 
 Uses provider time efficiently 
 Immediate Dictation Capabilities from any location 

 

Future Enhancements 



• Continue to use ICS as communication solution at HCOs increasing patient safety, quality of 
patient care, safety, and patient and staff satisfaction 

• Develop a standardized readiness assessment for HCOs by Department using Leadership 
buy-in and infrastructure as a determination if a location is ready for ICS 

• Create Matrixes to show where ICS improves efficiency  as well as safety that demonstrates 
ROI for tracking and to facilitate expansion 

– OR turnover times pre and post 
– Wait times for beds for transfer (housekeeping) pre and post 
– Inpatient Falls 
– Response time for Code teams 
– Time to call answer nurse call 
– Staff satisfaction 
– Usage reports 

 

 

Recommendation 



Why an integrated Hands Free Communication 
System? 
• Reduced sentinel events due to communication 
• Dramatically improved communication efficiencies & 

patient throughput – 2 new appointments per 
provider/day 

• Improved patient experience and patient satisfaction - 
$150K per quarter 

• Improved care team collaboration and communication 
• Improve patient outcomes - 81% reduction in falls 

immediately post implementation ($94K per year) 
• Augment patient safety: monitoring/alarm 
• Create quiet healing environment 
• Reduce readmissions/lengths of stay 
• Increase staff safety & satisfaction 
• Streamline operations 

Summary 



http://www.himss.org/ValueSuite 

Increased 
nurse 

patient 
contact 

time 

Improved 
workflow and 

resource 
utilization with 

daily time savings 
for nurses and 

providers 

15% Overall 
reduction in 
patient falls 

Increased 
staff 

satisfaction 

20% increase 
in patient 

satisfaction 

A Summary of How Benefits 
Were Realized for the Value of 
Health IT 
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Questions 

• LTC Francisco C. Dominicci MS, MA, RN-BC 
CIO & Director of Health IT, CSMHS 
Francisco.c.dominicci.mil@mail.mil 

 

mailto:Francisco.c.dominicci.mil@mail.mil
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